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PREDICTING THE ACADEMIC ACHIEVE.rvrENT o·F LEHIGH FRESHMEN 




· · ABSTRACT. 
Succes~ful prediction 6£ an individual 0 s future 
•· -., 
perfor.mance is sine qua non ·in industrial employment , 
'. and colle~e admissionso· 
· This thesis is the seco·nd · in a series intended to 
. -# ·- --- -- . ---· ___ ._., __ ..... 
improve prediction .(in particular for admission) from 
knowledge of the applicant 0 s·past and the institution°s 
past_ It describes a rudimentary search for a model 
)' 
·~ am.ong sixteen factors related to .the a.pplicant (! ~ _P_?lst. 
- ··-»····- ·------· ·---- -------· .. - --- --·· - -·-
and representing four prev{otisly delimited categories: 
achievements,· aptitudes, interests and familyo 




-1-n, t.hi s -study - to~- a pr·edict~ive~Ymode 1 : - · noj:ma.~~~~d 
-- ______ ,. _____ .. -·· ----
' 
·, 
~----~----· - . -----~. 
. : ---·· - -second?1,ry school rank, SAT verbal score, absolute ... ·'l· .. 
' -
difference between SAT verbal and mathematical scores, 
sizf of secondarx school class, number gf YQ\lnger_. -···· .... --.. ~.~~ 
brothers,' father• s graduation from college,· and choic·e 
' ' . 
I 
' I 
' ' ! 
of college for specialization within the universityo ~-
------------~-~~-------T-he----Co:r-relations betwe.~n pairs .of variables are --
--···------- _....... .. . . 
I 
J 




. '. LL. ·-···· ______ _ __ :, _____ ~£~1:cl!~cl t~c:l _ and_.· 9-JLexpLanation is~of £~reti-40r-t-hose ' 1 
I that ~re significanto · 
_ 
. -· 0 .. -·~"'' ................ - ......... -k ... ---~ .... ~ ... .,.,,.....,. ~ - •• • ~- -· - ·--·· - ~ 
-· ~-
-· M- ·.~~~ ••• ,., .......... ·- ·~ ................ _ ...... - -~·~ - -- --~· ... ·--·· UO ---· • -
.; ~ .. ~- .... ~·"·- '"••• ~,, .............. ~,-•o#O•-"''"'. ,_._,,. "" , ...... ,-,.._,,,.,, ......... " •''-'"' _,.,..._,., 'T' CJ'"Jr'-'• ..... ---~ ... _..., -r--~-- ---------- ---- __________ ..................... --. Th·e problems associated with the development of. '/ I 
' 
l ( - a predictive equation that ~~----~_9 __ be-.:_-u§ed ___ :a_s ____ a b.asis-------~------.--~~---. . --~ - -- .--------·--·--------~--------- - ' . ' - ----···---··-----·-··----~---. . I ! 
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--0 ·- - -.- ·:--- -tor,, selec-tion I --tlie ··.· i'r1herent·-1imitation-s -impo·::i~ci.:-_by·-.:...... ..:.-:-.~-~:-___ :-~- __ ::--:_. · · ..... ···---. ,..... .-,. -· - ········-- .. ·-· . " .. . . ... .. '., ... ··-···;·· .. - , ..... :. .. 
. ..... ····~··· 
___ .......... - .. -.---
. •- '"·······-··· ....... - .. ·------····· .. 
the sam~le and the difficulty of determi~ing the 
relative validity of any new predicti·ve--model are 
discussedo 
I ' 
j i.U.UC ; .. -5- £L =-iFiiif e _..=m:.::;s=m;s, ,, - -
r 
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Future inves·tigation into the "Undergraduate 
I 
"I' 
Information System" · and the .problems relatin9" to . 
... 
·-. \\ "'. 
student evaluation, gt1.idance and selectiori,g~ssible 
techniques· for "l use of a 
' . . ' ,,;· 
this i~vestigation and the 
' 
.• 
computer. in the system are reqommendede · 
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Introduction • I 
The admissions officers at Lehigh University are 
'S: 
quite naturally concer~ed with sel~cting from a -large 
r·· . 
. . 
. group of. applicants those candida·tes who, if admit·ted 0 
., 
will perform better . academically than those appli.cants 
t 
who are not offered admissi·onG Thus, there is a.lways a 
need. for better method·s .. of .. predictrng. academic achieveme·nt· 
among the, c3:pplicants c:, The·re is also a need for such a 
' . 
method to be avai'laple for use 'in directing guidance and 
counseling ~to the boys once they are admittedo Therefore, 
___ -~any impr:oveme:~1.-L_~ in_ the _ preci_sio,n of the. prediction methods 
is. certainly desirable a 
> 
The Adm·is·sions Office is presently using a set of 
•. 
-
four equations to predict· the second semester freshman 
--·-- --
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------------ ·. · ____ .. ____ average of each candidate 0- The~e equations were_· developed . ---------~---
.. -~--~~.,.::,c.·~-.. C-~ -- -in 1961 using linear regre_ssion on. data ·from the class of 
1963 o The me·thod for qeveloping these · equations was pre- . 
' . 





admissions officersa 1 The independent variables in the 
) . 
equations· are· the. SAT verbal. and math scores and the secon-· ::+ 
1,, • ~: 
- ... 
_ .. ----···-·· ·.;;·,·' -_ 
.. . -- :--
-~ .............. ---- .. -,-·-·------"-·•·.·---~-·--... -, ............... : ____ :. ..... : ______ , .. ____________ ... , 2 ··- .,"' . --- . . ..... -. __ ,_ .......... ,_, ___ : __ ,, ____ ., ______ ..... -. .. - .. -.... '"·-·="'-···-----·-------· _ .... :,.: ..... ______ J} 
_ dary school class rank.ca Four . different equations were · · · ·· · :~1 
. . - - . . i\1 
·-- · ·· ·-·· ----~~----~---.-- ·· ..... ,.·.developed· to be used·_ depending on whether the applicants 
·-- .. · 
. . 'v ;:-,_ 
I, /I 
·-------··· 1·~·-···· .. Duggatf0 .. ·J·~----M-:)-"Haz-1ert·t-;-----p-~-----·H-~·,··-···-Jr·~-;,· ·PREDICTING· .. ·COLLEGE··-·--:-
9RA))];Sw@ A, CO,M.PUTATIQN WORKBOOK FOR ESTIMATING FRESH.MAN ... 
GRADE AVERAGES· FROM HIGH SCHOOL· RECORDS AND COLLEGE BOARD 
. SCORES, College Entra11_ce Examination :aoard 0 New York, 1961 _, 
................ 2.e·· The secondary-school class rank,.i.e .• ,.lst, 2nd,o.oo_-otit __ 
t . 
of a class of 300, is converted to a standard T score w_it)?. __ 
mean 50 and variance 100 that ranges from 20 to· 80 b_y enter-




.. ···-·--· ·-··· ----····--·~···-·-·------- - ---....... ,_ 
I • 
·r. 









r. r: . ..,. 
.. ________ ·--
. r = 
· I 
4 
wish~d tb be an engineering, arts, business, or arts~ 
engineering studente All the equations ·use the same 
three ~ndependent variables although the coefficients 
., 
., 
are differente The ·coefficients are listed in Table 3!J 
Appendix l;;: 
:A:lthough the Admiss·ions O_ffice· has had some degree 
, . . 
of success with these formulae,· Mr o Missirner3 has· sug-
, ... _c;;, ,. 
. -.·'-···-~------ - --
---·-·- , ...... -~ ..•. -.i'.~ .. - _ .... _ ........... __ ...................... - .. -- .......... --·-· . . . . . I 
g1asted that I might make. an effort:·· to improv1e t·he precision,, 
. 
.. ...... ,.,. 
of predictiono Since the prese~t -equation~ are ... only accu-




it appears that· a better set of predictors could be 
discoveredo Also 0 because the variance among the SAT 
' scores a:o,d high school ra.nks of the app~icants is quite. 
. . 
naturally decreasing, it· should be .advantageous to include 
'• 
,· ' 







,ii . ,, 
)1, 
. . . ·. . . . . ·,., \ 
·--some new factor·s -in the predict1.on----equat-:i~-onso·· , .... - ·, -- · - ----· ·--:--· ·--'- . -----·-·-· ...... -· i 
........... · 
•·· __ . ____ ··.:···::- ·-·"··-·· __ ------_·_·_· __ - __ , _____ _ 
..... 
-.,_-____ .. 
With this bit .. of encouragement 0 _ I· decided to make 
the search for some new factors the·· purpose of ·my 'thesis. 
Much of; the preliminary work for my thesis wa.s done by 
Gordon Bradley in his thesis 0 Lehi9ll Uniy~r;~:1-:tx. Under-
. . 4 
sFa_a.,uat~· Informat.ion Syste=~o Bradley 0 _s thesis "describes 
·-·---"t-he-----in--f-01;-mation· system the U-niversity · maintains .to gather, 
.• 
use, and store data on the undergraduates and boys who 
apply for admission.to the undergraduate collegeo 115 My 
·-'--'------·----.. --... - .... --·-·-·--........ ----···-·------------·-·--·--·--·-----·"""·------------·-·-----------.. ----·----·--·------····-
. . -
,. ~_: .. :-~ .. -~--- ____ 3_e .... Mr_o ____ S_amu_a_l ___ Ha_~ ___ Mis .. s_im~_t'_, ____ :Qi_~~c::t_Q_~ __ of __ ~gmis~ions, ., ... ___ .. 
Lehigh Universityo . . 
4. Bradley O Gordon Ho O .. Lehigh ·undergradua=te Information 
,i-.;l 
. .- ,.. -- -- ' . 
. Sj,:stem,, ... Thesis 0 Lehigh tJn.iversity, ·· 1'964~ . 
,•i.~ 
.t.-·······' (!'• 
' .t,.~ ~ i!J 
. .· 
. . . ..... . 







......... -----·-·-·-·--------~---~-----------· ... . s·. -Bradley, . Gordon 'He I .. Lebigp, Unde.rgradua.lte Information 
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5 
• Ir, ,. .. 
' ', ' 
' ' 
. \ , . 
\ 
. ) 
thesis· represents an 'intro¢luctor·y and perhaps uns.oph1sticated 
. 
. attempt to analyze .and ·use some of the available informa·tion. 
'' F~rther and more sophisticated analyses of·this information 
should be performed in the fu~uree. 1 
Ther.e are,· Qf. course 0 some inhereht limitations of_ a11,y 
' -
. : i First, the samples l of -applicants .-, 
.. i 
available are;: not random ·samples- of the whole 'poptllation of 
CJ 
. applicantso Therefore 0 no matter how carefully the inde- -·------·- --· .. 
pendent variables are chosen or how well the prediction 
equation fits the data from the sarriple, not much can be 
done to test the .-power of the equacions in distinguishing, 
between the members of the population. 
-· , ___ ::_c · i I 
The orily thi~g · that _ .- : ,,r1 
'j . 
- Ir 
. . ~ 
"I 
. !I. 




,· ----,---~--'-:-----· ___ data .is --that it tells us how previous freshmen· with-· -~-,---.--------- -W· . ~1 ,... .. ,.:.~ 
. ff~ 
-- ---
.......... :J .: 
i)t) particular attributes have performed relative to their lrJ - -- - ------ ---- - - -- ----- - ;,j :,, 
\ 
peers~ This in no way guarantees that students with dif-.:... ·. · , 
ferent backgroung.s would not have done better or- worse if ... -------~--- -- ... ----- -
they had been admittede 







i .. ,I 
I /' J 
. 







-~----.--.. . __ . -- • 11---- - - n 
·.I 
to discriminate between those· students who will and those 
~ - - -· "' - . - .--------
who will. not be offered admission 0 _when in fact we are ij . ---------- ··-- .. ----------- . . r .-
re a 11 y interested· in ~~-~-~rimi11.~_tin~ ___ '=?!?- !~~=--b~sis· o~---~_he · ----,-----:.·~---_ 
.---"------,----:---'-c--- act:.ua_{-achi~;ed a;;~age o If the predicted average and the .... I 
'~ 
.. <'•••··------ - -- - ... q .. actual achieved average are ... anything · 1ess than 100% corre~ ~-.. -".---- --- - · ~ 
. 
-- - ---·- . ···-·· ... ., ... ~· . ~- 1\t 
. 
) 
- I . 
-
··c.;;·~·---·- -- • - - --- . --· lated0 we cannot discriminate perfectly. 
. _ .. _ _ ___ : __ .- . f 
------- ----- Thus, a piediction equation based upon backgrollnd , . : · . I 
~ ~. 
· •;, •,~, . • ;, :'< ',•,',' • ! •, · :~tv 





j~t.4 /..·. ' 
:, ,, , 
~ ' , ... ,. 
-~· .. ' 
•. 



















- - ( " . --, --;.- ..... -... -._-- -··- --- , ------ ·- ,. --- -·· ,, __ ' - .. -
- .. . ' -- __ ' '.'" ___ ,~.,;;.;,.~. --·--·- --,,. __ ._.- -~.,,-~ ·--:-:-~·'/ . i' 
. I ;· 
tr..' 
I 
- ···-·;·· . ····.;;.,·· 
' ·, 
·6 I •' 
· two theoretical· ·1imitations when used to discriminate among 
appl:Lean·ts o -· However, since such an equation is used only 
-·· "".-_.as a suppl~ment· to the j'..udgment of· the Admissions Office , 





able to,, 1;.ry_ ·to improve the precision of predictiono 
...... 
--,--------......... ~.,..,.,:""':,.,., . ---- - . 
!, -.-1•.,., 






.. - ---·------------·------ --·-··-····-
It is hard to .choose for the equation the.best few varia-
-------- :t:lles from cJ.mong the finit~ly )nany for which we have values: _ ----------------- --.- -- . . .. 
.. ···: .. •_,· .. ,. 
" 
. and th;e infinitely many for which we do not" Eo ·Bo Wilson 
makes this point very well in h:is b~ok, ~AN INTRODUCTION 
TO SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH·, when he discusses the searc.h for 
-- --------·- -----···--------·--· --·-- - ··-




11The dif ficuJ.t part of the pr_9cess of seeking , 
·. the cause of observe-d phenomena is the con- ·' - ,: · ___ ,. -~-L---.-·--
---- --·· struct.ion of hypotheses t:o be- testedo Thus·, ----~------,--.-----
when it was suspected that the bite of an 
infected ~osquito is the cause of malaria 0 this 
hypothesis could be rather easily testedo But 
the evidence for this cause and effect relation-
,.· 
_____ :_ ···"· --- _____ ; - . - .. --•- ... 
. • •·, ' ' .·,.' L•·,. ·, ••. 
.-
--- --------- - - . - ' -
.... - -·- - .. - . - - ---- .... - . ship has presumably always -been ava-ilableo-- 'arid--
yet the link was only recently dlscoveredo aa_6 
• -•· ·-·•·---··-··-·-•-·-·• • ···,·, .-,,--.c,· .•. ·, -----·- ---- ------------. 
The Admissions Office does not make extensive use 
. . . I . 
-- .. ::~,- ------ -- --- --. - of the computing facilities available on campus 0 and 
' . 
... -·--•\.-'-I'· 
-~---------- --------~------------ - ------------~ do.es-· no:t- s-tore its data in-a form directly usable by the 
• ...,'\""li"'SII,.. 
---"-----· e6mputer-;------T-here:fore-(J ----curr·e·ntly--u-$e:ful--m~oa-e·1-s- -mu st b.e. 
simple and each new .variable considered imposes the . . ' 




- ---------------- -·- - ··--· -- additional burden of special data preparatione .... .. ... .. - ····--- --- I 
I.£, , . . t! 
..... , ""•_---.._.--,-_~····. •······r-••·-,.- ---.. -.---···· -
--~~-: . ~ 
--· --·- -- -- .. - 1 · --------------------------------··-- Finally0 . the phenomena I am trying to model i·s complex . 
................. ·- -60 Wilson
0 
Eo Bo, AN INTRODUCTION TO SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH8 
McGraw-Hill Book Company., Inc", New York 0 1952 0 pgo 32ci 
"" •. • '~" . '·''' ', • •'I, • •"' 
., _ .. , ..... -· , ..... '. :•i.· .... ·~- · . .,. .. - .. ,,,· ·r '. 
. ~ .~ ., 
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7· 
. - ---· 
According to Shepard 0 .. · . ,.f"" ,. 
. : .. 
,· 
.,! ~
11Behavioral scientists 0 as well as physical 
---,---------·-· ~--. ·----- -- ·. scientists, often collect large arrays of data. 
·:/ ·: :· But, liighly developed ·theoretic~l models, which 
\ ' 
"'"''"' 
,.,.-- -- ._- --- -- . -
·1 
have proved so useful in the physical sciences, are 
l. ·. 
.. still largely lacking i.n t:lle ~ehavioral scie11ces C .. -'-
~---------'.-. - Since less structt1re can be placed .on· the data ·from 
outside, then, a greater demand is placed on the 
behavioral scientis·t to proceed,· i11 a purely~· indu~-
ti ve way, to discover what structure .. may already 
•••ll 
. ! .. . 
. ··-I',· .. ---- - ----
exist in- the data themselveso ~xtrctctin.g _SllC_h . 
. -"···-----···-··-- ·---------.--- ----··-------- -•--- --. - .. -- --~ ----------~- -----------. -----.----·--,---· .i. _____ :_.;_ -·- -
· , · la.ten~. structure· from large arrays of empirical 
(. ·_-r-· data .. presents a .rather difficult challenge;· for 
:, 
. b~; 
: f"'' . 
~ . 
. ---- ·---· -
_.. -·- ·----··· ... ··- ·----- --- -
in many applications 0 the number of unde'rlying · 
dimensions of the data is not even knowno.,7 
-'-·-·- -In· this thes·is I am attempting to build a mathematical 
model to describe a social psychological event, using 
- technique.s and skills that I have learned as .. an indus-
tr ia·l engineering student • 
This __ brings me to the .question __ of the rela:tionship 
- ---'--•-J ---- ,.'. -- -- . I ';. · .. · --, - --.- •• , •. 
- . -·-·-: :··-~ . -·-'---·--· ---·;·- --- ·. -------·; --- - - ·- --·- . - -
I ,. 
of this thesis to industrial engineeringo The industrial· 
engineer has traditionally been very much involved in the 
studyof the relationship between a workman 3 s efficiency 
and~the working condit~ons in ·the· sh~~o · Thus 0 ~he problem 
I 
-··-·-- -
.. _, _ .... · ... , ·. 
·- of developing a. mathematical. model to describe -~~!!!~_B ___ !?~--=- _______ ---·- ____ -_ 
------···--:t:--··------·-·-··-·--------------------- - . - . .---- . - .. ' :· . . . . (' . . ____ ,__, '-------· 
· havior ip,, very familiar to the industrial. engineering 
-- - ------- --- --- - - -- -- -- --- -- ---· ---
-- ------ ---···---.. , ---------- - ------------------------- -- -
----- ---·-----~----------------- .------ ___ ,, _________________ --- ------ --- - -
· student 0 and a decent method of searching for significant 
-· 
·-- ,-,-----·· --· ,.:·. ----- ........ , .. - ·- -dependent variables is as desirable in industrial engineer-
--- -- -~ -
-.--ii • 
, 
ing as in admissions worko. 
. . 70 - Shepard, Ro Nau PROCEDINGS QE. THE 1964 SYMPOSIUM~ 
DIGITAL COMPUTINGe 81Extracting Latent Structure from 
Behavioral Data au, Holmdel- Laboratory O Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, January 30-31, 1964, pg. 51. 
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.Mbst un~versities are ·presently· engaged ·in some·· level' 
·_ ·of a s~a~ch for models ·that measure ·a boy 0 s academic 
' ,. 
' . 
pot,enti.al .,· The Department of Me~surement . and Counseling 
at Carnegie _Institute of .Tec~nology has been using·the 
. available ~ompute·r facilities to deyelop and impr<?ve its. 
- --·-·----·--··· ... - ,.,·c.·., -...... 
. .. 
i\.. . 
• .• • I • • 
prediction ··equations o 8 They· are· pre$ently µsing an ~qu~- ---·-- ................ ~,,-- ,,_._ 
. tion · that includes the math and scie.nce _ SAT achievement · - ' 'j._ ~ 
-·-- test scores and· the ·secondary school rank in class converE-ed 
,· ... to a percentile o 
Carnegie researchers are using multiple linear regres- ~ 
I ··':-1 
. _·._ .. -':r"-· ·-•.. sion to develop the coefficients for and evaluate the 
. ' 
- · -----··--·------------ --· significance of new variables o This meth~d of searching 
f-or -s1gn.1.:f.icant _variables:to pred.1._c_f ·-some outcome is very 
··-------·-··-----------· . _ ofte:p.· use<J, by- behavioral scientistq and will be used in 
··· -··-------.----------·- --- ·-this· thesis.· 
---··-: ~--~ -----·-•-·-·-·--·· --·---·-----------·•----,---.•----------·--,-:------;----·--~- ----. -----:-, , • ' ···-. . ( , ' . .. . • ,I· . . . . . '-~. . • • 
' .......... -
, _ _,: -- -- ~----
. .• 
----'------' ·-·--·-····---- -···-·--··---··· 
. ' 
·-
•• • ·,, I 
.. . ·- ... ···~ ·- -·--·-·-----·--···----- ,.. ---·-· ---·-----------··-•··-· . I ' ·1'' ' 
' . 
·;··--·--,, ~---·-·-----~.•-,'-·.'·----·· .. ··-, __ · ---· --,--_. -.-·:· ·'.·--: .---~-· ·, .·-- ,-----------· ... ·--.,----~--;------:-.:.·---:·--- ,_· - ' . . . '.. . . - . - ' -- ' ~ - . - ._ ,- .. - .... '. ····- -----·--;-··.··--.,--··---··-- -- ---- -----.·-· ··-
...._ .. 
.. . -- '- .. 
. -· - - . ' . . -- .. - . ·. -·- _: -.---. . ·-= -, ' . . • .·' ' . . . --.. '. . . . ' .,;; . - .'·: .. - ' . ·' : ' . ·:. ' - . . . ·. ·_ . ' . . . . '' ': . - -
• ' • ' j • 
' . ..... . 
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a. This information is tQe result of· ·a private conversation - -
. witJi Fa .Jewell of th·e ,·Psychology Department at Carnegie 
Institute of Technologyo 
. ' 
r· .. ". ~ 
. ., - - .. ,. '- ... 
r 
. I . 
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9 
The 'Search ··I , ·_ 1· ' ·-. 
The~e 
1 
are three ma-jor types ?f de·ci·sions that have 
to be: __ :ma_de wh~n one ·is searching for a model that w;ill. 
' 
describe a- boy 0 s academic potential(,Q - , Firsf 0 - one must 
decide wl1at bi·ts of _information shou.ld. be admitte.d.as 
possible sources of independent variableso ... Second, the 
form of the·rnodel·must.be ~hosen.Xii11e·ar 11 · quaarati.c) and 
~Qm~ __ methop. must be established for judging the va .. lue of 
) 

















... ~.' '.~ -
',('""' - ' 
-- -~houl_d be transformed 'before it is included in the -·model~--·-----·---------.· 
The_. fir st phase __ Qf, ~he development of a mathematical 
model is the . selection of input ·.informationc, Gordon Bradley . 
that are available in the' various campus 0 officeso Of these 
200 vari_ables, Bradley lists about 60 that are available to 
the admissions officers in time for them to be used in 
making a decisiono I limited the search to these 60 factors. 
One_ reas-on for this limitatipn is that the Admissions -Office 
has selected these 60 factors and ·.~as 0 for years 0 been 
· using them as a basis f-or judgment o Thus 0 it is reasonable 
··- ······---~------··- -·-.-·-··- --·-- ·-· ··-------·~ ~ 
,,~,r.·-,>,,'.~-\--·--\ -----.--- __ to suppose that these 60 factors, or· some subset of them 
.form a natural equation· that results· in what _a go.od. admis-
' sioris offi~er will call his .intuitiono 
~c....-c--- ---- --···. -- ··---·--·-·-·--·----·-·-·--
this---number further I decided to' attempt my fac:t9r se~ection l~. 
tJ such that I would. have a set with at least one variabl·e from l~ 
-- -- . . 
-·----------------·----·--·-----1; 
each of four of the five classifications of information , . :I\ 
••·.·~ •, ... ~- . 
















- -~ -- ~-- -- ~--- -1;~~~~ . .,------._-y:-·~.:- --~-?-~c../'-· ;.--·--
' . 
. !, 
-----------·~·----··---·--- ~---- -· --- ----- -- - -- -------·--
- -- ------------. 
··-- ------·--· ·--··-- ·--- ·• 
propose~ by Bradley& That · is, -I wanted one or more . , . 
. , indications of the ~andidate' s .·achievement.,· aptitude,.,.: . ··"' ' .. .. .. -
' 
.. identity,, was· not considered useful, as a predictor 0 y 
_ .. Table 2 shows the factors that I chose to ·use-to begin 
.. " 
.. ---- - ,._...,._,...__.--·-~·-- -- ---~--. _._ :.~·.·- ~ . . 
': my. analysis~ . 
Table 2·. 








. SAT verbal score · 
SAT math score 
I, 
/ 
. ,,''-,·(.· .. -·;• ~-·· -· 
Symbol 
HPOS 




____________ ... --~-------------,--.-----c--· : ___ -------Two achievement----·-__ --· -- ___ .. ACHA- , .. ·------~ · 
· ·· ,. ·Background. 
~ ; . 
. . ·'. • 't-,---.-· 
Interests 
test scores ACHB 
. Father attend· 1.college? 
· Methe~ . attend coll~ge·? . · 
Father living? · 
Mother living? . 
# of>older brothers 
# of younger brothers 
-. # af older sisters 
#- of-younger ··sisters 
. ' 
. Does the boy need 
financial aid?* 







































,., ······-· -~-- , ... _ 4. ······- --, ~--·· •\'"""""!"".""".·-a,-.,'!l-!.=~~~!:"'!~--!'.'1~='-~~-:':--".!'*''!">~~,.,..-,-·-'--'·'"-.... ~-········--··";:. 
- ·-.~I. ........ - . ---·-···-- ·- ------~-, ............ _._ ............ '" ..... . 
~-···.-··· - ... · .· -,~"~~--~-~·~--~-"-"·'C~,··:·*· · The ···ai)piicant-···1s··" requ.ire·a·. ·t~. -~nswer the £ ol:lowing 
----
1 
· .question on his initia~ application form, aano you plan 
····-····- ....... ~ to app.ly for a.id for your freshman year?n. No study was_ 1 .,., . ·.--.·-.··- •• ~ -~ -_ • . - . 
. . ....... i.n~c;i~ .. to ... o.etermine .... whether .. or . not-- -·the boy· actually received -·-·-·····-···--···--···~-·· • .. ... 19 - - ·-~---· .--------- •4····. - --
\ e' ' 
\. I • 
•,. \ . 
. ··: \·'\: ... ·. 
' . 
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-·---------··----·-·---·--·-···l- .. - ·--·-··-···-· ·-- -····-·- - -----··----·-------~------· -• ----·-------·------····~-------
l. 
•' .. . .. ' . -· . - ·----···-··-------------·- ---------··-•,-- · ____ -
. There are, of °COU~se, other factors that might be· 







' ' . 
• I 
,, 
logical addit.ions to ·this .set' b'i.1.t were not included .. ;: · .... 
. because _they .were either. not ava·i·lable· at the time of 
...... -- ... :, 
admission or not readily redu9ible to a usa.ble ·:Eormo 
' 
'\' ... ,. 
Some of the more obvious· factors of t.his type are' reading 
speed and ability0 secondary school activities·" ·whether.· · 
L~high is the applicant OS. f i~,st choice 1 anp the quality of 
the boy 0 s secondary schoolo 1 
·The· four classific·ations of data were chosen by 
-:.• C 
__________ .. ~-~-·-·- __ _ B_radley to represent four independent groupings in the·. sense 
th,at he expected that there would be more correlatio·n 
·'· 
: . .» 
between t~e bits of information within a group than there 
. would be b·eibween bits of data frpm different groupso 
____ ,_ _____________ , ----- . .. ........ , ......... ---- .... __ .. __ .... _____________ .... ----"'· ......... , ... ------ ---- -- ... , ........... ,... . .. .. - ' ... ' . -· ------- ----- ,_ __ ...,, ___ _ 
Thus, if Bradley 0 s classification is accurate 0 the set of 
variables that will form the best mqdel for predicting a 
boy's .academic success should contain at least one variable 1 
.. , 
-
from each _.of the four groups of informationo The equation 
·may0 of course 0 contain more or less than four independent 
var·iables because Bradley 0 s groups are only what he thought 
: ') . . 
to be five joir1tly i·nclusive 0 mµtually exclusive classifi-
. - - ~ ................ ·--·--·-. -
.... " .. · ..... ::··~ 
(T 
'-
I,, I• L 
' ' 
I !Ii··.· 

















cationso There could possibly be more or less such groups. --------·-----------
It is possible by extending the methods of this thesis to 
'y . ' . 
..test the independence of his groupso 
I -
··•-~- ····--···~· ···.-~ ·J-- ... ,--=-..-,.-
• ·. · .- The second type ~f ·aecision concerns the selection 9£ _ · ....... 




the form of the model and the method by which the signifi-
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/ 
. ' ' . ·_ . - . 
.. 
.. 
. . ---~ ····-·--·--··-····· -- . -·-· 
.. 
- ;., . 
12 
problems of .this nature· ·to assume a 1·inear model 0 • Thus, 1 · .· .. 
the techni'que of multiple linear regression. _seems· 
appropri~te G ,with :this technique. the transformed .~nput 
' . 
--- . information stand f.or the independent· variables1 ·and· the 
. . . 
achieved average or ·some transformation of it for the 
~ ' 
. . 
dependent·v~riabl~·~ The·relative ·Significance of an ind~-
-pendent var~ableis·determined }?y testing the difference 
,. ·~.:) 
' ' .. 
,\ ·between the regression coefficient and zero or by testing 
whether the addition of the variable to the model causes a 
significant decr~ase in the residual sum)of squareso ,Any 
suspected interactioi-1s .·or non-linear relationships can be 
written into "t:he regression equation· by transforming the 
independent variablesc It ,should be obvious tha·t such 
' . 
- - - ---··---- -·-·-------------- ----· --- ' ... j_ 
- --·- ·-·----~----------·----------- -----------
' - .. , 
non-linear tr~nsformations_ 9 re essentially changes in _the 
form of the model; however 0 it is traditional to consider 
the two seperatelyo ·Therefore, t6 avoid confusion 0 I will 
. . 
consi_der the model as . linear· even though some of~ the trans-
formations may cause _it bo be otherwisee The Multiple· 
0 
Linear Regression (.1Y1LRP) subroutine developed-by General 
Electric for th<k GE 225 computer is ideally suited for this· .. 
type of a search for significant variablesa 9 The output 
- . 
. ; 















----~---··-~--------·-· -- -. {~1 ' . 
from this subroutine includes: a l_isting of the means and • r; 
Ii 
I~ variances of each varriable; a listing of the covariances Ir.I 
lij 
·····.·· ...... _ .. , .. ·- ....... ····· ail(l J?(:!cl:r S()!l ... I?:rc:,cl"u~t co;r:re.~cli:~C>l'l .. (:()ef~ici~111:s ... ()~ ... a~l J?()~~~l>~Ci! .. ···~--- ....... J 
, , . , I:. 
pairs of variables; a listing of the coefficients assigned li1 
\i' 
to each variable along with their_ variance; a listing of . Ji 
............. ··-· . .. the results qf a F-:test which is performed to check whether I 
90 GE 225 Multiple Linear Regression Program 0 General 
Electric Computer Department, Phoenix, Arizona, June 1962, 
I 
Lehigh ,Number D3 e 503 ,Q 
\ 
\ 
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. - ---- ________ .. _ ··--- ----. 
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. · · 13 · . 
. l . 
i 
. I 
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• I 
or not·' each. coefficient -i~ significant i .the -residual mean 
• ' • ' ' . 
I ' • ,,;..., 
. . 
··square i·s. calculated and·· printed -along.:.with the· correlation 
. 
. . 
· coefficient between the· predi.cted and. observed values O and 
' . . . . . I . 
~ . .. . . 
. " ., 
finally 11 the ob .. ~erved and calculated values .for, each, data 
. . 
_ point are printed along with each residUalo A' subroutine 
-to allow the .. ·programmer. to print ·the· data. points on tape -
before calling for the .MLRP ·subroutine . is also available O lLO 
. . 
- " 
Thus 0 "' it 1.w~_$ __ . possib.le to record all the data from a sample 
on punch cards and then to··have the computer make .any 
· desired 1tra_nsfo.rmationf? before running the regression 
' ., 
anal·ysise c 

























































. •, - ;·1 
; 111 
form of the model,· there remains the rather.difficult 
question of how this i~formati~n ~~ould be transformed ~o ---------~---1 
that it is both usable and, what is\~more difficult, most · · · l 
~ 
effectual in terms of the outputo This latter objective !: 
;- • jll 
.. 
i~ pe~haps the most vital point of this thesiso There,. is, 
to date, no established· method by which one can decide 
beforehand·which transformations should be most effective 
7in. terms of maximizing. the -correlation -between the output 
of the· model and the achieved resulto Therefore, the 
choice of transformations is necessarily a trial and error 
·-
,, ., .. 
























transformations of the input information but it will also 
contain a. report of transformation.s -that do. not worko In 
' 
both <?ases, i"'c should- be. a step forward towards the devel-
opment of·, an optimum .mod~l o . 
10 0 GE 225 WIZ Transformations for Multiple Linear 
Regressions 0 Lehigh University Computer Center, Bethlehem, 
Pennsylvania, 1965, Lehigh Number D3o505. 
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There is one example. that ;ciilustrates both the· 
• 
· importance of and. the' obscuri"t:Y of the types ·of transfor~_ 
'i 
- . 1.•I 
._. · rnations necess.~ry· in this,_ type of ana~ysis o·ll If we look 





at the subgroup of students. wh.ose mothers are· wi:dows 0 they·· 
. ' . 0' .. 
appear perfectly normal in ref~rence tb the rest of the 
.~:t~den~s. _at Leh;igho However 8 is we ·consider the group of 
./:. ,, ,., . ,. 
..,, f 
widows 0 sons who have no siblings 0 we find that they all do ·. 
very poorlyo 
· Now, this is a. s·ignificant piece of information that 
. ' 
can be used to· direct guidance toward this~ type of student 
once he is, admitted a However, the question of how one 
decides ·to investigate further into t}J.e 1effect of being a · 
widow 8 s son-.without siblings once the subgroup of widows• 
' . 














. . . 
- -· ----- -- --.-~-- - - -- --- -·-
. .; 
··-. 
transformation of the output of the.model. There is no 
way· of .knowing beforehand ~hat form of output will 
optimize _the correlat~.ons between th~ input and the output 
. ,., 
variables. There a:J;e 8 of course, some basic relati·onships 
' ' . 
that shoul·d be considered such as the knowledge that if 
. the input to the model is normally distributed 0 then it, 
······i- ;.r 
ma y be advantageous to transform the dependent variable so . 
. . ... · 
that it is also normally ·aistribu~edo Thus 0 in this· prob- --;. ·--
···-·. . 
· ·1em it is more effective to use the actual grade point . . - . 
,.. '. ,- .------·- .. '·---·- ' - --·'=· = ' ' '.----·- ..... ' --- ....... ·--------- -·· - ,., '·-·-- .. , '·- '"''. .. . .. "----·- ................. ' - ' ............ , "' '" .. ----·-·-·--·---------·· --- .. - '·-·----------··------· ........... .... .. . _,, ... ' . ''' ·- ..... •.• ........... , ................ ·-···- ... , ........ " .. ··,·---------···--,-·-·--·------········--..... ~. ~~ 
· average than ·the percentile· rank. 0 since the input variables· 
~ .. 
. ---- ··-· - -- ... ···-·-----•- ----~ ...... ·- ... _·---·----·--·-~·-.-·-·· are for the most part normally distributecl.. __ ------- .. --------·----------------------·-·-------·--·---·----·- ... ··---------- .... 
I . . _,. __ ..... , , 
·llo Example provided by Mro So Missimer. 
. r. 
. . 
. r . 
.. • ·, ,t .• 
,·,i' • 
'•- "'., .' , ·, } . ._·I ," 
. ~ ' 
. ' 
.. ------·~-cc-·------,-,---------·--.---·. - - ----- -··; 
I 
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·Y . One transformation that should be mentioned at· this •· - • .r<i- ·- -·· ~-,,-........... . 
' . 





1 Clp.SS rank fiJ.to a normal deviateo The P9lya. approximation 
. , . 
-- - •. ..:....---·~ ·- "·- __ ,,_.. ~ ,--· 
.) 
- ---···- .:_:_,:..· __ :_. 
• 
. > • 
.. 
- --- -, I • 
_. -- - • ' • --- -- ------·----·· -
wa··s considered ac·curate e11ough for. the purpose of tl}is 
thesis. 12 The general .expressioll for the area (yf Of a 
normal- curve between the mean - ro clnq .. some value x is -. 
.giveh by the equatio~: 
2 '1 ... 
-2x· ~ · y ~ -~(1-e /n) 2 
--;-
(eq. l)· 
Solving this equation for x as a function of y we get the 
7 
following two results: 
' 2 
X ·= (~/2 ln (l-4y ) ) 1 
2 , 
x =-- (-n/2 ln (l-4y. ) ) , 
y 
- .5 
y . s 
Now, if y- is given .by the ··equation: 
- - - --- --· ---- --- ... 
·-·-····---- ---··y -~ 1- (HPOS/HSIZE+l)) 
' ' 






--- ·--- ·----·--·-·--/· -------·----------·-----------·- -
HPOS = 1,2,3, •.• 
· HSIZE = · 1, 2 , 3 , ••• __ . ·. 
then equations 2 and 2a will transform the high school~ 
rank into a normal deviate with mean O and variance 1 . 
• This. transformation does not re·sult in any loss of degrees 
- of freedom.because the data was not used to c~lcula~e any 
. constants in·the transformationo 
. ... _;. _______ ._·-·--·_ .. ----·. -·-. ~--· ·----·-· ::· '· 
. ' 
















There are several reasons for normalizing the secondary· 
· school class ranko One reason is that. it seems rea-sonable 
to suppose that the boy who is first· in a class of 400 
- - ·- - ----·-----·-- - -- ·- --··----- ----···--· ---·-- -- ---· . ----- -- ----· .... ----·---·------·-----·-·. -------···--·-----·-·--- ---- - -
' 
I •·, 
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should be considered more highly th~n a ·boy who is first out 
of 30 o Anot:ti~r reason is tbat the ·Admissions "Office has 
. had some ·.success witl1.. this transformation in the equations 
" . -··. .... -
p;resent+Y· _being used GI 
Having· the multiple linear regress.ion and transfer~ 
m~tion 'subroutines. available ·and the' variables to be ·tested '. 
' ..... , .. , ;, . 
- ' 
selected, all that remains· is to collect the ·aata and begin 
testingo Tbere is, .of course, a great .. deal of data available 
- I 
·on campus for a study of this ,.~pe Q I decided to use the. 
class of 1965 as a ba-sis of study._b_ecause it is the most 
·. - recent class for .which four years of data is available if 
, I should need it. In as ·much as there were 690 students '\· 
· in that class, I decided to use a random sample of students 
rather than try to work with the whole group GI I chose 
' 
- • p . 
- -·-- _c____ ~-------- _-----. --100 as _a sample · size ;rthat seemed to be the minimum. large·-------------:-··. -- .. · 
.. , 
:.· .. -:"········. 
' 
enough to estimate the mean square error well" The main. 
practical consideration is th~t the Registrar does not file 
information about a student 1 s background in a manner that 
· ·facilitates the collection of .. such data for la~ge numbers 
of studentso "I- ·formed the sample to be studied by number-
- . ( 
_______ .. _______ .. ____ .. --.-: ...... ,- ______ ing the members of the class according to their. alphabeti~ - . 
- - -- --- ----·-· -· ---·--------·--·· --- . 
·,· 
,•I 
--- -----·------·---.·-- .;. .. -- -·--·-- .. •- __ --,·--·--
.. 
position and then selecting 100 random numbers,, The infor-
mation for each student was then collected from three 
documents: the admissions data card which is on file in the 
- -------- ------ -------·--------
Admissions Office, the Application for Admission to the 
·-··· .. ---·-----------·· .... freshman cla.ss on. file in the ~egis-tr.~r O s Office and ·the _____ ·~ ·· --~~- ________ . 
Registrar, 8 s printout of the cums of the class of 1965, 
<l., I 
.... _ .. ,,... dated October 29, 1964 .. · 
,_ "'-·-·· , .... - -- --· '-' ' 
- -----, . 
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' I ' 
• . ·. • . ·- . • • 4, . • • '· The entire ·_sample is given 1.n .. Appendix_ l·, Tabl.e 1. 
The majori~y ·of th·e boys, 70 11 are. engineer·ing ___ student.s-;--... 
·There a·re 14 busi·ness students ?tnd. 8 each art-s and arts-
. .engineering students Cl) The _actual proportion of the students,' 
·,· 
in each Of the _CUrriCUlUffiS is ~ 60~8 o 113, o 185 D and .100 for 
the Engineer1ng, Business, ·Arts and Arts ...... E~gineering curricu-
··=~-·- ' '1,-, - .. · . . ' • . . • . 
. . 
,-'1 ' 
:Lu.ms respectivelyo The reason the ·sample was not stratified 
according_,to. curriculum is that Mrc.Missimer had expressed \ ' ' - . 
a ·desire i"for one equation for: the whole groupo · He expressed 
0 ' •. 
the opinion.that the freshman year did not differ in content 
' ' 
very much ~mong the four curriculumso. Thus, it seemed 
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J\nalysis · of Variables 
The data were collected from the ,Admissions Office 
and Reg_istrar 8 s files '·and ·punched into. 10'0'' d~ta· ca~dso A 
program was written i11 Lewiz to 111ake ·tl1e trat1sforrriations 
ont'l)e raw data and ·to write the transformed data on tape 
. ·: -- .-· .... ~, .... : ,----- ... -=-·-~.,..---,--, ·,. -
_ for input int'o the .n-1.LRP subroutine 0 
., 
- ·- --· - ---- -----
minor changes i·n- the transformation program and in ·the·· 
MLRP call cards 1 I was able to run the regression analysis 
- .. - on any set of variableso What follows is a description of 
' - ·t'· '"°I ,r 
and justification for the sequence of changes that con-
st.itited the analysis of variables. 
-· To begin the analysis, I included all .of the factors 
listed in Table 2o ··Three transformations seemed appropriate 
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--='-·- --c-.:::__ ·• SAT .. math and SAT verbal scor·esa The reason for using the v··· .... ---------•e---·-···-· 
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i • -- ----·-- - -- - - - -- -- -
convertea·-/c·1ass rank has already been discussed~ The 
averaging of the achievement scores is a device to permit 
' ., 
-
the common consideration of different achievement score_s, 
since the University does not require every appliqant to -· 









ence between the two- SAT scores,. it was sus-p~cted,. would ~~------ \:! 
. ·-· -'·----·----------·--------~--------- -·· 1.-, 
\:;) 
---·· ---------~-~--·---measur-a--a boyu s. degr.ee of ,spec-ia-l-izationo·-----Note~tha-t----t-he __ · ·_·. · ... · - · !~-.. ' . . .. . . ---- ~ . .. ·- . ·- - ·-- --. ·-··-- - ....... .. . .· --- - ·- -· - ...... ----- .·-. ·- -~ ----·- -------~-~-----·-·---~--·· -- ! 
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--·,.-· 1·inear · tr ans f ormatiohs ~ The other .. -factors were. included . -· --·------7~-~~~----··------ff 
' . . liif 
in the sa~e form a~ they are listed in Table lo The results ··· ~ I 
·o 
of the first regressio.n are given on the following pagee. I 
~1 . ,. 
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. t····· 
.. .. "'' _;_ __ ..,_ .......... ; ... --········ .. -
RE<3RESSION NOo l* . 
• 
Dependent Variable= FCUM ' .. t . 
.. 
. . R** 2 (Maximum likelihood) . o 50·815 993 bO . ,, · 
, 
I~ • 
R**2 (Based on unbiased.variances)· 042033135 00 
'' 
' . 
' .- , ...... 
. '1.~ . 
'. ···--· ,·· :,, ,. : ,,, 
·.-·:-· ·:-- .. ;···;-· .- -- ' 
• . ···-·· . _, -,----r_ .. '1o:'- ... · .-..• -=-->··· .• ' .• -- • - . 
Residual Iv.lean square ~ 037970139. 00 
• 
Degrees of .Freedom= 84 
. . . . 
. . •, . 
.... ,-'......I..•-""-'--_._-,..,..........., .... _'-'-·"""·,.__....,_,_, 
·.. Ii 
··-·---~---··-- - ·, ...... " -· .. ·_ · .•. , .. I 
... '"'··~·---·- ······"-··--...··---~---· . .. 
. - ~ 
Residual Sum ·of Squares ·= 31089 · ·· 








Variable Coefficient · 
· Con£. ' . 
,, '.' s. D. Coeff. · LVL 
1 j . .. ' 
:1 
J 
CON HS .4672'1056 00 .17529272 00 .71039111 01 3 
-
AVEACH .21001566-02 .. o 13641750-·02 023700811 01 0 










FCOL'?u -25966388 00 
. . •• 
015266036 00 . 028931470 01 l 
... ''" ...... ~ .. ,-.. - . HSIZE . .12305353-02 G,49863714--03 0 60900226· 0.1 2 
SATV .42296990-02 o'l 7611617-02 057679364 01 2 
I 
........ __ 4 ~--' • • DIF. .3954 7124--02 018669913-02 044868878 01 2· 
--- --~~~---- .. ·-·. --,--~· · -~-- ---- -#YB ---~------- --------~ • 2 0 5 8 9 8 2 5 00 · o 9343455-7-01' ,048561295 01 2 
-
--. """1'" HPOS -.29878086-02 018889877-02 G 25)017694 01 .0 
#YS .11710223 00 . 011137334 00 011055231 .01 0 
. ) 
#OB .10686927 00 oil3275529 00 0064804033 00 o· 
#OS _·-. 7993 3 7 5 9-01 al415Ql52 00 031910844 00 0 ... 
- MCOL? i ~ - '. .85632416-01 014415720 00 035286102 00 0 ,, _.,-
__ ..,,, SATM -.83491497-03 018315217:-02 020780710 00 -o 
FL? · - 12250755' • •• 00 046116032 00 .70570282--01 0 
,, ...... "":"" AID? - . 038167383~01 017291664 00 .48720438-01 .0 
. . ' 
Consta·nt term= -023675437 01 
. -. ~ ,· . . . -------,--~-----. ---------
· *· · This ·and all subsequent regression tables are essenti~lly · 
reproductions of the .MLRP )subroutine printou_tso The. resid-. 
--·---·-------·-- ,ual __ sum .of_ squar_e_s and degrees, of freedom have been ~ddecl, to - . .. -· -
----~--·-'···_-, ___ s_0me _tableso The methods used to calculate the values are . . --
. 
. ' 
-······---~·---~---.------~--:-----_ .--c--·-:· g'iven . iri ... the descript'i'on of the .-program ... : (D3 G 503") -otf file - in·---------------~------~ .. '" 
.j) .· the Computer Centero Briefly, the R**2 value is the correla-
. (, . . . . 
--·-··--·----·c---~-·----~-~~,:--_ ·· .-.. "_~-----··· .. ---··tion between the observed and calculated dependent variables.-···-··- .. ____ ---
' ,, 
• ' 'j 
F.(T**2) is a F-statistic equal to the (coefftcien·t/SoDe coef-
f icient~:Z:e The Conf e LVL tn s are based on the F (T**2) values 
and levels of 0 0 1 0 2 8 and 3 mean confidence levels·of less 
than 90%0 90% to 95%; 95% to 99% and.greater than 99%.respec-
.tivelyo The numbers are written in floating point formate 
" .. 
. . 
. !"" '· 
· •r/ ·• • - , ---••·--·- --'--~-~---~------- ·•- __ ••--... • 
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Some of the results of Regression 1 a·re rather 
surprisingQ The first thing to note is the negative 
coefficient -,_for the SAT math score along with the less 
. -t than· 90% confidence level~ This, it will be shown later, 
is the result of using the absolute difference as a vari-
-, . 
. 




.. · . --~--··:·---~-~----···-····--v. amount of importance placed on this variable by most laymen. . 
. . ... ; ' . . . 
.Another unexpected resu.lt is the lack of·· a sig11:ificant 
confidence level associated with t·he average achievement 
scoreo My original strategy had called for ~ropping all· 





. • '.-·--- : -:---- . 
. level .. ; however, since Mr. Missimer had hoped this variable_ 
would prove: significant, it was included in the next , · 
• regressiono . 
---
' The second 
variableso The 
indicating that 
regression included seven independent 
residual mean.square decreased slightly 
no .. significant variables were included 
in· the ·first regression that were not included in the 
,;.:•,; . 
second. 
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REGRESSION NO. 2 
'. Q 
. , .. , . ·· ... · r·· 
. - ' ··~ 
I .. , 
Dependent Va·riable = FCUM 
R**2 (Maximum .likelihood) o.47536219. 00 
R**2 (Based· on unbia-sed variances) (143544410 .00 
Residual Mean Square= ~36980206 00 
Degrees of-· Freedom = 92 
Residual Sum of Squares = 34~ 02 
. . ,. ,., .... ~,...., 
. \ 
- • ••"· ~ .• ....I •r~ 
.1 ' ' 
. ', ' 
'r ·,, .• ·', ,-.-
' J • 
... - . .. I . 
. y· . 1 
. 1. .• }., ,·--·. '· - .... 





· • 68778149 00 · 
.13515411~02 
.21023024 po 
.30874142 · 02 3 
.13073272 01 0 
s42612816.Ql 2 
. 










s. D. ·coeff. 
.12378073 00 
C 11820535-02 





t: 10892402 . -- ··-···-···-··- ,--·-···•-" -·-· ·- . I 02 3 
-.4.0005195-02 .88495022 01 '.31 
" 
-·.184927-25 00 .• 44629783 01 2 
.... 
' 
--constant 'rerm·= -.28657716 01 
______ .:_ .· 
•I l 
I' .. 
. . . 1- . . 
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~ .~ ' g' The thi'rd regressi~n .was run to check the interac·tion 
between the SAT math and the absolute difference~ (See 
' ' 
________________ .Appendix 2) <9 · The fact that the SAT math scor~ became 
' ., 
., 
' . ' 
significant -when··the difference was excluded is no·t 
surprising" However O - this change caused a decr·ease · in 'if 




the s-ignificance.,fof, the· SAT verbal,·· the number -of---- younger .,~, .• ,. I' • it •\ ''• 
. 
l' • 
' brothers, and the father college coefficii~ntso As a 
' 
. 
result of these losses in confidence levels the residual 
. , 
mean square increaseda This was convincing that the SAT 
,' 
--· -- -------- - -- verbal score and· the absol·ute difference between the SAT 
math and the SAT verbal scores form a better set of predic-
tors than the SAT math-SAT verbal score seto Therefore, 
···- ·• 
._, .... . . ~ . 
. \ __ ' 
C 
'' i' 
·- ~···• -.••"·· - - - •r ••••-•--· '" • 




---------.---------~--_______:-· _::----------it seems logical that some ·attempt should be· made to· - -----~------------------ ---· . :.·1 
improve the effect of the absolute differenc.e. --__ ... ·. 
\ \. Algebr_aically the absolute difference assigns equ·al 
·weights to those boys who have a high math score and. low 
verbal score and those with a high verbal score and a ·low 
i 




1 •.• 1 
math scoreo Since the. average math score (658) is 90 
- ···--·-··--·······---------- . 
. --- -points highe~ than the ~verage verbal Score, th~ large 
,.r 







i'l absolute differences are usually associated with high math_ (;:; 
1,;-1 
-'----~~--,1,1 ' 
' - ~ 
---------------
- scores a So~- ·in ::order--~to-e-qiiallze -the-we-.ights-:associated , fir \. 
-• ~ w 
i1 
. f', .. 
-_ with -the two types .of, .. differences, 50 was subtracted from 
' 
' 
- " the SAT math minus the SAT verbal difference· l:>J~_fQ~~-- t~kin_g __  ·--· --------- ------- -·--· ---------·-- - -- --· - ---- _ _,,--------------·--------- --------·-·--· -----------·- ·- .. - -- -- - -· ---------· 
---- ' - ' ,, -
- ' 
' -~---1 
the absolute valueo This··-meant that a boy with a 750 
- - ~ --· ·-- -------·---+ .··------ ·-···----··· .. 





---------··:'.,_.:_~.---:.-c.--:~::._c'..:~ 'boy with a 650 -verbal -and a 600 math scoreo 
- -'-- ~------
~-------:------·--·-
.:::.-. - "·; .. __ ; 




absolute difference showed a slight increase in the residual 
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' ) ·": - ' .. 
. . ~ ' 
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--drop in the confidence level of ·the coefficient·of'the 
\ 
SAT verbal ·score and the coefficient of the verbal·score 
.· 
decreased by almost 50% indicating that the new variable 
had picked up some of.the discriminating power of the .. 
•• p SAT verbal score" ·. The ·net effect, however, was a decrease 







in the corre·lation between· ··t'he observed and the cal.cu lated . 
<'. 
•. ) 
-averages,·and. so the set of variables used in the second 
I 
,, ...... . 
regression was still preferredG 
' Another interesting. ·change that should be mentioned 
, 
.... ·-·-----~ --- ·. - . - -·- ~ - is the increase in the confidence level associated with . . ..... \ ' ', . ·- .... . .. ···-· ..... ~ ............ ,.. . '.-- -
' '· .. 
the average achievement scoreo This seems to· indicate an 
interaction between this variable· and either the absolute 
________ difference or the SAT math score or both since the latter 
• , - - - ""I .• ·• ---- ---·-·---~-~-------------•·------- -
two have already been shown to interacta A look at the 
correlation coefficients o·£ these three variables shows 
\; 





















. ,,, ! 
1 ' 
,' I I 
and the. average achievement?"' score are highly correlated as 
i·- _J· ••• 
: ' . 
. -· •, ..... -~·-
---- -----~-- . ' 
are the absolute difference an,d the SAT math· sc_ore. Thus,-· __ . 
------ -·· ·-··-··-------·-··-··-----· ---··---- - --- ···--· -- --·······--- ·----·-·-·-·-·-·--
----· ········-·· ········-·- ·····--·-- 4··-·-·--···· ----- -------· --
these three ... variable-s--probably __ llleasure the .same facvtor in. 
' . --····---·-----·--···-···---··-······ .. . ' ---··--· ------------'-• '---· -------·-·--·-· ---~---··---- .... 
. .. -~-->-·th9 student O s aptitude. The large ri:eigatiye correlation.··.··· .. · ............ . 
~__:....--- ' ··. . _· . - " 
··:"--,~~~-----~.------~~·=~-:-·-····--:··,····=-:,··~---·· -·b~tweeri ··the absolut·e difference and the' SAT· verb~l score ····· .'., .. _,-- .. "~"·:·~,~---··=~~.,~;- . -• ) - . . . . . . . . .. - ... ·-.. - . - -· - -· ................. -- .. - -·-.. ·-·---- .... •-. -.... . 
is a reflection of the fact that the math score· is ~Sttal_ly 
higher than the verbal score and that large differences --~~ · 
--~ 
13. The values were taken from Table 5 in Appendix 1. ·· --"'·, 
. ,· . 
,· ';. 
.. ' I ,. . .'; .· \ 
, ' :•,· ... 
..,. l, ' .. ,,,,.,.~ .... • ,· .. ,, ·,. l. ' 
. . 
I-' ' < 
.. 
' 
... .J.. - --···-,"-~ """ ·-·------······ •••. ··- -~-,_- - ".-•• ,-,.~-.··~' •• ·-·--
. ·····; ... '1':",'"".:~--·;-·· 
• .I 





are. usually as~ociated with low verbal scoreso 
R~GRESSION NOo 5 
Dependent Variable= FCUM 
. '\ .. "' 
R**2 (Maximum ·1:1-kelihood) e46790705 00 
R**2 .(Ba.sed on .:Unbiased variances)· 043357847 0.0 
Residual Mean Square = o.37102410 00 
.Degrees of Freedom = 93 
Residual Sum of Squares= 34051 
Var·iable Coefficient . 
',~. ·.: 
-- ·· --------------·--- ---- --- - CON HS ·• 7233015 7 00 












. - I . SATV .52944052-02 
DIF - .47206719-02 
·~·· #YB - .19177424 00 
__________________ :HSIZ:I!: ______________ ... __ ~ 72 2_8362 7--03 _ 
FCOL? - • 281·97954 00 
• I . 
_ e331310.28-03 
013071881 00 
- .... ..,_. -· .. . 









. ,-, ---, ·- -.... ~ -· . 
. . ~ 
Conf. 
LVL 
. ·-; ...... ,;, .... •-- . 
t 
In the fifth regression the average.achievement score 
\ . 
·-· . --·-··-- ---·······-·-·------
..... ---....·-,-~------·-~---. ' .. - ---
. . 
-•--::··'"' ... • r ----·- - •' - .--·-·- ,. •·- - • • • • • 
... ..;, was excluded from the set of variables included in the 
• ;.. .--c~-
. -- Q 
second regression&· There was no significant change in the 
.... 
residual mean squareo Thus 0 it can be concluded that the 
average achiev~ment ·score does not add anything to the 
_________ ______. ----~ predic£-iori ___ eqriaEI-oii ___ EJiat _____ 1._s_not ·encomp_a_s_s-ed--by the verbal. 
. 
. 
. . ' 
score and the absolute differenceo The F(T**2.) ·- values 
. 
. . . . . 
. 
· · · · =-" for both these variables almost cloubl~d when __ the ____ averag:__e __ ~-----,----,------------------- ..... ·- .. .. -- -- -------------- .... . ................... _______________ --- _ _, ____ ., _____ ---- .. ----- .. . . . . .. . .. -- . .. .. - .. . 
.. achievement score was dropped indicating an increase in the 
significance of these[! two vari~blese 
·······--····--------··--·--------··-,···· ... ·-·· --·· -···· .. - ··- . -·· 
-~--- ---- u_ 
independent .variable·8 I thought that the maximum achievement 
score· might provide ~ome additional informationo The sixth 
. ~-
regression was run· to test the significance of this variable 
....... ,., ... ·•'''"""',-•·•"•" 
' 'I. . , .... 
f'·· .... 
,- A .. 
, 
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25 ' .. 
and the results werey that, the' maximum achievement score 0 
like the ayerage achievement score 0 does· not add anything 
- ~~----to the precision. of the r·egressi~n equationo (See Appendix 2). 
In th~ next two regressions the number of other 
siblings in the family variable was te_sted., The result was 
,, • <',. 
that the. variable '.is not ~tatistically significant o. {See 
,.,. 
_ ------------·---------- _____ Regre ss,io~s. 7 and 8 e _ Appendix . 2 o) 
At this point in the· analy~is I was satisfied that 
.. . . . . .... 
' .1-· -· ..... .,. .. -··- ...... • 
I ·had found some .new variables that would add to the 
precision of the -prediction equationo In order to test 
'\. 
--- - -- -·-==~-
, this assumption 0 I ran the ninth regression analysis ·------- -- .. :• ... -·~·-. 
,-.~· ·· · using the three variable.~ that are presently being -used 
. '-
. . . -- ·-·-------~---~-------·----·- ·- ---·-
.· .. 
_. · .. ·_,,_, ____ .. 
by the Admissions Office~--- - ·-------- --
REGRESSION NO • . 9 , 
De.pende!).t vari.ab.le = FCUM 








R**2 .(Based on unbiased varial).ces) .33~322:7.5 _00 
' ' . .... 
Residual Mean Square= 043669479 00 
. . Degrees -of Freedom = 96 .·,-<--~-:- .·· . 0 
------·-----''-------'-'-----Residua-1--- -Sum~f-Squar es = 41. -~-2 _ =--~~~-----"-'---~--. ·· .:.. -·. , .. ---~· .~--· 
+ Conf~ 
-...- -· -
· - F_tT~ ~2-)~------- . -~LY!.,___ -·---'-----
,... . 
. CON HS • 70258844··.oo al2302521 00 .32614728 02 
· ... / SAT.M 
---------'----~---S-ATV----
.32868404~02 o.1Q933601-Q2 · ~90371361 01 
---.-2-oi-2967-9-02 - -~ .1os-2sa3-3-02------.• -3-6-93-7--289---<ll 
Constant Term= -.22091180 01 
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. .The eff~ct of using the six variable equation is 
calcula·ted below O 14 
Sum of Mean 
Source of Variation df Squares Square F-Ratio 
6 variable • regression, No.5 ,, ·6 30 0 35. 
3 variable I ,,, No. 9 -3 22093 regress1.on 0 • . . I .. ' . 
Gain due to 6 .... , variable 3 7e42 2a47 6066 
• 
•"'\ .. , . -
regression 
6 variable residual • 93 34050 .371 ... -···----·- - - - - -· 
. ' . 
-Total 99 64G85 
The F-ra.tio at the 99% confidence level for 93 and 3 
degrees of freedom is less than 4~04o Therefore, it can. 
be concluded that the six variable equation does make a 
' . 
signif.icant contr.ibution to the variance explained. by the 
• 
"'""""., ·-- - ,.. ·---
":..,.._J•~--··-~·--~·- ~· , ____ · 
,.., 
.. 







~------------- ----------- - -- .--·- . .. - - .-- . - ---.~--c-:'::,-----..-""·-··"-
r egre s s1 on equation if the ·choice of curriculum is to be 
(ii 
-- ---· -- -
r; 
·ignored.;; However 0 the Admissions Office does include the 
.. 






------··--------·---·---·-------------- __ , __ ·r~gre ssion equation _on each of the four . subgroups Q _ So, 
_,_,_,,, ·-·--··------·--·---·-------·--·· -· - ' ·r, 
I 
,, 
- - - ------··-----~----- ----------------.------··-- r 
·, 
' - ' 
it, is necessary to compar~ the residual sum of squares 
of ·the, new six variable regression equation. with the sum 











. , ill 
variable equations now being used are applied to the same , --- , ii 
"' - - - -·------.. ·---·---'-'--'-'----
. I, 
sampleo The ·~e~ulting·;~m.of ~q~~~-~a;~~j_,i;;;:i.~ j_; 39:0415-. -, 
. , ...•.. '. -. --... 
~ ... •' ·, . 
- ' 
... ·.-.-·.-:·------.- ··-, 
. f 
or 4,ci.54 units larger than the resid-qal sum of squa. res due· · ··, 
' ' ' 
. -··· -to the siX--Var iable--r-eg.r-e.s-sion-o-c----_If----I---as.s.ig.n-_::two.-degr-ees---O"""-'f-c----c--:---~ . 
I 
14e Wer.t, NC=idt 0 and Ahman~~ · STATISTICAL METHODS IN 
EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH, Appleton-Century-
I 
I 
--·---- -- ---- '" ------- - '-·- (-
····:· ,Crofts, Inco, New Y~rk, 1954, Met}J.od description-- pg 244. ______ _ 
·· 15 ~ · From Table 4. 
- (_ 
,\ 
. . .---~·· ·~ . . . 
I•, 
' . ,·, .• . 
-~ ·: 
' .. ": ,~ 
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, · fr-eedom tQ this increase'_ the resulting F-ratio is still 
' 
Thus, I seem to· be able ·to account. for about 1-0% more 
of the variation in the dependent variable with a single -
equation using six independent variables than is accounted 
., 
for by the four equat~ons now being used by the Admissions 
Officeo.:. It might 0 however 9 be possible to improve the 
. equation ~omewha·t by including the cur_:r_iculum as a variable. 
" 
There are several re-a sons for supposing that the __ . 
choice of curriculum would have some effect on the freshman 
cumulative averagee - First, it is reasonable to expect that 
the choice of curriculum· is a reflection of_ the boy 3 s 
t 
interest_ and background and that there will be_ less __ 
variation in the responses to the- academic and social 
stimulus of Lehigh among the boys who choose the same 
.... , -- .,.! ______ --··· ---.. ··-· - ----~----·----- ... -·---· 
curriculum than there will be between the boys of different 
.. 
--- ··-·-· i ~ 
-- -------- ----------- ·- · curr iculums o - - Second, there -may be a dif fer~rice i-n the 
academic stimuli provided.by the different curriculums. 
'' ~: One way to include the effect of the choice of cur-










-- ------------------ -~~--:-~----:--··riculuin in the equation is. to ·,irbit:rariiy ___ assign a value 
' - - - - ~ ·-
----·- --·----·--···--·-·-·----- ' -----·----·----------·. 
'•,,"' 
- \ 
-of- -1-to -t-he arts and arts-engineering -student-s---_----a--{l to· . ~ ----- -




- the engineering students and a_ +l to the business ·students . . 
and to inc.lude this -1 0 .Q, +l variable iir:.·:the regression · -----·.· 
. - . -- -·- ----- .. ---·------·---·--·-·· ·-··· -- . - . -· ·-··--···-· l4 • -·· • . 
'analysiso The reason for this' particular choice of values ' -, 
. 'is that,· for my sample 0 the -average cums for the groups 
--·-· - ···-·· ... ·-· -- - - -· --
Q 
vary in this- manner_D The. results of incl~ding this n . .\ .............. ----------·-·····-.:··---:-:---------·------···-·---·-·--·--·--··ti'"' 
, - C ', • l 
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REGRESSION NOe 10. 
Dependent Variable= FCUM 
R**2 (Maximum likel'ihood) o 52043158 00 
R**2 .(Based on unbiased ·variances) 048394267 
Residual Mean Square.= @33803396 00 
,. 
00 ..... 
Degrees- of Freedom~ 92 
Residual Sum of Squares= 31010 
.,1-- -- • 
. ·i 
Variable Coefficient S .- D. Coeff • F (T**2-) -
CON HS • 77763641 00 011582862 00 · .45073515 02 
SATV ,. .60663683-02 011038382-02 030202768 02 
DIF .• 45883256-02 011367662-02 016291692 02 
CURR* -~ .35989314 00 011337674 00 010076256 02 
HSIZE .72984434-03 031624568-03 053261241 01 
) . 
FCOL? .26593365 00 012487436 00 .45352372 01 
#YB 
-.41235278 ,00 
·• 84935110-01 .28090364 01 -- . ~ ', ----
- ...... ' ..... ·------------ . --~ ·-' ----------~-------- - . 
--- ----~----·--···--··--····--. . . 
Constant Term= -.31785314 01 
' ..... 
. ' 
-- ~ ---------___..I -- --. -- ----·------- -~- -- ~~----- -- ----
. . . 
. ".!. 
. ' 
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· 29. 
The residual sum of squares has·decreased by 3o3· points 
to 3le2o Dividing this decrease_ by the new residu~l .. mean 
...... -
squ,are yields a·n , .. F-ratiQ of 9 o4 indicating t}:lat the choice 
of cu·rriculum · is a significant variable ·that should be 
~ J~ 
ipcluded in the set of predictors in some mannero~ 
. . . 
. .. Reg;~ssions eleven through fourte~n were performed to see 
~ , 
if the addition of the curriculum variable caused any of 
the other variables to become more· importanto (See Appendix 2)· 
Another way to handle the effect of the choice of 
curri9ulum is ·to subtra~t the mea~ · cl1fnulat·ive average of 
. 
the subgroup from the actual average of each boy 0· i o · e o, to 
subtract-le 94 from each eng.ineering student, - 2 e 14 from each· 
··--·=:--.~~-~~==~----=-~=---· . business student 0 lo60 · ·from each .. arts student .and lo 96 from 
'\, ' ·I 
each arts-engineering studento ·· Then run the regression 
analysis using this differ_ence as the dependent .variable. 
. . 
,-, 
~~--·----Tlii-s-wa·s ___ dcfne ___ i"i-1-flie~ -fi-fEeenth .ana:Iys1s: . Th·e -fndepen¢lent- ., . - .. 
-· - ~- ·~. -
-·- -----.-----~--··· _ __,._ ______ : -·- ··--·-··-· --- --·--·---··-·--·· -··· .. ----·----- . .. 
·····-------- ·--------
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. '.'. 
REGRESSION NOo 15 ~ 
Depen~ent Variable ·= FCUM - Mean College. Cum.,.· 
• .. ,, ••. ,..._,.,, • i: ';.,_.,,.,, 
. ,· 
. ' - -· ., . . - ·-·.·----· - ·--··-- ... - - .. 
. . . 
' . ' 








R**2 ~Maximum li~elihood) 050751421 00, 
R**2 (Based 6n unbiased variances) 047574093 00 ·' / 
· Residual; Mean S';{uare = e35030957l··oo .. .. . .... ··" .'.° ... : . ~. .. 
-----~-:- Degrees of Freedom = 89 · ·· ··· -·-· · i 
'- ,, -i ' i 
Residual Sum of Squares = 31018 I 
.. ·--- --------' ---·-- ~---------------- -- - .....
...... - --- ,... - . --- ' ------ .. - .... ·-·---------·- ....... ___ - . - .. - .,_ .: _ ..... ::. .. ~· ,-- .. ··--- ---·.. ~ 
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.47288322 02 3 ! 
,1 
1/ 
. c,'25322689 · 02 · 3· g .\\! 
1,1 
016083315 02 3 l~ 
047533681 01 2 -- --- j 
:L 
:t 
........ -----------------··-----···· . _ FCOL? ... 25735848 00 .. 0124255·70 o·o . 
083150438-01 
042898719 01 .2 ···------- . l 
.. ... _ ... ···-- .... ----·-- ._ ·-------- ------ .. #YB· .. • 3543,7907 01-- ,· --·'-!-: __________ . · -- .·----- , i 
\ ' ~ 
'lL 
· - .15653036. :QQ . 
.. 
l ) 
Constant Term= -.46769986 01. / • ~ " , ', ,: •• • • .... ·• 1. 0 }! . ·~ ~ 
. _ _:_ _______ i·. ----··--· .. -··--··-·---,-----:--·-·---·- ..... 
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3-1 
The results of t.his analysis are very similar to those 
of the? t·enth regressionc The residual sum of squares -is 
es~ential~y unchahg~d and there·is very··little c~ange- in 
the coefficients of the independent variableso 
Regressions sixteen.through nineteen were· run to ·see 
- - - - -
,- ... ,.._...ai--~7'..=·-. 
if any othe'J:"·variable·s or combi:riat:iotfs of variab·1·es wouia· ------- --- .-~:· __ --
be Significant and as before 0 none wereo· (See Appendix 2). 
- -· -




transformed dependent variable over using the three 
.valued independent vari_~ble to account for the effect of 
curriculum except that transforming the· freshman average · 













' . J 
·-------- - ----------- ··, -- Making tb.e traI?,sf9_rmation _ al so p~~mit s .a __ more accurate _ ----------'~----:~:---··-:~==---~-'-~~- - .. ; ... ·--·-· ····-----------·-----·-~----~-. - ~. ·-.. --· .- - .. --:-
represent.ation of the differences between the ~verage 
scores. of the four gj:"oups although in practice it wou1a·. 
- , J • • • • • ' 
. probably be just as effective to use the ratio of these 1 -
averages and.to include all four of the ratios in place of 
the. 0 0 +l and· -1 values used in the -fift·eenth equation@ 
··- -
'Whichever technique is used 0 the resulting regression 
equation will reduce the residual sum -of squares from 
________________________________ -38 08 (from Table,. 6) - for the equations now being used to--·: . . 
about 31~20 . This means that the unexplained variation_ 
. ~ . 
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·- --·--····---··-------,'--.--~- -·- .. -·· 1 ·------------~---"----'--"---------- ---- -------- ------· 
-- - ----- - - - - . --- - - ·- -·. 
usi.ng the new set of variables. 
···-. ·~·---···-
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. Analysis of, Results 
• . ·l . .} . ' . 
. -·----- ·---'----·---··-- •.. ·- -. ·_:_!__··-·.:·· . 
. 
: ,- --- ~ 
' . .. -- -- . . - -
Having selected the variables·used in the fifteenth 
: . '.' 
··regression· analysis as the best set available to be used 
<to predict academic. success on the basis of tl1eir ability. , . 
' ' . 
to decrease the resiq.u,al sum of squares 0 it might· be ·• I 
. r 
. ' . 
interesting to . see· how much each variaple · contributes to 
- - · 1 
I 
To do this, I dropped one ----·--------------- ····--, 
~: 
t variable at a time ·from the final equation and ran the .six 










,l -·····'-····-·-··- •···• •.. ,. • • ' t 
jl one variable from th.e regr~ssion will, of course, cause an 
increase in the re~idual sum of squareso This increase can 
...... , 
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1! 
... J 
········ · ·······--·--·---··-----···-: ____ :_c ____________ variable to the final regression equation. 
r..'i 11 
. ::\ 
To establish the. 
. 1:{ 





relative significance.of each variable the F-ratio is formed 
r1· 
·"" .. :. between the· me~n squar~ of the gain in the residual sum of (;: 
1:: 
15 f . G ( W ~ 
squares and the r~sidual mean square of the final equation.. t 
.. ' . . . . -. - .. - . . - -·--- --~--- -··- ·--·~- -·--·---- -- - i 
The results of this analysi·s. are tabulated below; 
Variables Residual Gain Ratio*16 · ; 
• • -;· - - - " ---.--- - -- -· - -- ' --- -·~ 1! 
i Excluded df ss . ms df · .ss ,. ms · i: 
-- --- ii J.; )! None 89 31018 03503 - - - - ~ 
Ji CON HS 90 47003 05225 1 15.85 15.85 45.24. ./i 




DIF 90 36~57 04063 1 5.39- 5o39 15e39 I 
~: HSIZE .. 90· 32e 77 03641 1 ''i-.59 lc59 4e54. 'i II FCOL? 90 ·32,061 03623 1- 1.43 le43 4o25 Ii 
------'-~-
. *F-Ratio ~5% conf idenc~ level -· 80, 4df=2 c 8; , = • .. -~ . ·····---·-··----·-------·-··--·····-·-·· .. tJ 
- - - . ------- ... -- . ·. 
( 
150 Wert 0 JoEoo ·Neidt 0. CoOo, Ahmann, JoSo 0 STATISTICAL 
.METHODS IN EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH8 Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Ince~ New York,. 1954, pgsCD 237-2490 
160. These values are eq.uivalent to the· F(T**2) values in 
Regr?ssion 15 with a slight difference due only t9 the sub-
traction of four degrees.of freedom from the four curriculum 
averages used in calculating the dependent variable. 
ft • I o ./ 
J '. 
TT-:: tJ ·-I • - - ... ,- .. "--,--- -- jl' - - - -, -=~---- ----~-- -:::5). 
·-··· 
-













- - ·--:=; . ... 
•- .. -, ..... _ ----,-·----~ ' ·,-- ____ .. _.,.' - '.__ - - ' ,-- -----. ·- __ ,__ ~------·----- - ' . 
' 
rl . 
Ther.e are· four degrees of freedom :associated with the 
,, . . 
' . 
curriculum variable because.four averages have been 
calculated from ·the sample datao · ·The choice· of curriculum 
· has a relatively small F valueg · Howeve~ 0 this should not 
.. 















i I ~' . ; 




., . - \'. 
··-~ ·-r------·-·----- ___________ as a reflection of the fact that thi·s method of including ----· . -~----·.t 
the ·choice of curriculum in the equation is not very 
. effective o - The r.easons for including the choice of .. ·, ·.' ··-
. ' ' 
curriculum as a vari~ble h·ave already been stated and noth-
. ' 
ing has been discovered in_the analysis to cause the effect 













--~·:·---::--.--=..:=-·,..:~~;~;~~7..:_~~:-=-.=.:::-.-.:~-=-::.:';:; __ ::::: :.:'. ___ -:-·. -- ----~-::~~~-.;.,_.:·:· .;-:--=~-~---:::: ·:__....:.·.:_;: .. -·.:...:--c--:.:.:. •. _.._.~.-,.....:;._-:::· ___ ::. :. __ ----.---:-.::. . ___ =-~.--:-"i·::-;...:._ . .:_.~-~·-·· .. ....:.: ·c::-~___.:_ _ __;;.;;;. _ _____:,;.~·-. - ----- -·- ·--·- ---- ... -· -:_--_'---; .:.:- -~--=-----:-:----=,--.----:-:· - ~-_ _:_ ___ ·---~-- ~--------- .. - . - --- ·- __ .. -: __ ._. -·: "'-'. ·.,:.:.:- . --.,:._ ·-.--: .. - :. ___ ... -:-, ___ . ·- . - .· _- -····-··-:;· -
·----------------.. -----------··---- · associated with the number of younger brothers should 
··'.', 
cause that variable to be viewed with skepticismc In· 
_, 







-F-ratio~ greater ·than the 99% F · ratio of 6 "96 and 1 degree ~::-:__ · f: - - . ----- --·--· --- . __ ---~- _----:-----.-----·--:-. .-.:-:··---:-- -- ~- -_-- --· - -
.. - ·- --------~----------·----_!___._ ____ ~--------· ··---1+·--
of freedom;. therefore, t~,ese are· riot subject. to suspicion. 
. -. ,• 
On the.otherhand, the three other background·variables 
should be.subjected to further analysis ·if .they are to be 
considered impdrtant as predictors of q.Cademic achievement~ 
. I 
'-
- .. --·- -- ------- - ----------- -·-·-· ~- ---------- - --·----·------- ------ -- --·-···- --------- ---·--
- -- ----- --~ - ------------~---------- -- -- --- ---- --- ------ ... - ------- -
--_ . ., Whenever ·one uses multiple regression to sort out of 
' I\ 
H 









· .·. a group of variables those variables that are iuost signifi- I 
-·- -·- ------ -. . -. _9~~-t. ______ J.n._. t~_:t;:m~ __ Q_f _.th<=.il,:' .. cJ.Pi.!.iJ;_y_c,j:9 pre._gj.9t SO~<? .... ou.tcome 3 h~ ·-- ...... ·--.. ,,~,a-~=~~=•-'•W<-----------: ... :. 
·must take care in the final ·analysis to find some· logical 
. ·--- ······----·-----,-- - - - -----~-- - ---- . -
exp~anation _for the. signi~ica~ce of the particular .~:¥.a_ria-
"'---. bles selected~ This is especially important when only one 
_· { 
- •· ----·--·--·· --·------------···--·-···- ----·-
. . ---· set ·of -data has· been used to· develop· the regression· equa-
~ · tions because it is possible that the resulting significance 
, ...... ,,-,,, ... 
,. 
.... ..... ,·,i..,, .. 
',, ,' ... ' 
. ' 
i i ii I I I I I = = 
.. 
,. 
\ : ,t ' 
.......... -··--·~~ ·· ... ·• .. >·-···"·-·-··-
. -·· ............ ~ •.•.. - -··•"- ·----~-'---····· ----·--·-- ___ : ____ ~----'----~.t_,,__'->•-'---~··-·-.!.'----· ·- . 





is due to some. uniquenes_s of the sample and not the 
- · · , 17 -
. populatione ... 
,, . [. 
--·- ·- ..• ... . . 
In ~ddition to .:providing ·such logical explanatio·ns 0 
i.t ·is advisable to form at least one. other sample, , I 
. ' preferably -from ano~her ~ime. period 0 _ and to re-calculate 
the regression·coefficients for ·the set of independent· ' I 
l 
variables in questiono~'-' I was not able to obtain a second . } 
. . --··-· .. . -·-····---·-···--·····--···--··----·-·····---·---·- - J ·----------·- . -------- ------ ----· -·---- - .. -·----------·-·------ .. -----·--··--------··--·····-------- ·····- ·-··-·-·-· -·- ---- ·------· '··--·-·· ···-··· - --- .. - -· ··-·-·-·- ----····-·····-····-----· ·-·--·--- . ···--· . . . 
. . ~ 
~. . . 
sample to be -included in this -thesis; -however O I did 
·/ 
. ' split the original sample in half and develop a regression 
, I 
equation -for both halveso (See Regressions 21 and 22, 
Appendix 2) o · In ,b-oth samP,les the coeffi'cients for the_ 





· .. ~·.~.:--~~.-~·''=° :~~,-~;~;,:-~-=.~~~~~-=;:;;~~::-::=;;~-~:-_abs(ilut·e~··'differ'efice··· ,·scof e$"'wet-.e.· almost:. ,.·the : 'same· •.. as .tlie .--~-.:.-:,.:":-·: ~:·----~--~:-.--- . ·.: -... :. -- . ----··· ___ '-;: __ r:. ---...: -·.· ..:._~::;~-:;.-:;._· .----. . ~ 
coefficients from Regression lSe The other three variables 
'I. exhibited a 1 large disparity both between samples and with 
. _______ ::_;~:·~;:: ... _ the coeffi~ients. from Regress.io:n. 15 G -· This variation in 
··- ·- -- -·----~--
·-· - . - ---------··--·- -· ···-· - --
·-. ------·----------- ---------·----------- -- -- -----· -- . - - - -· ----- -·- ---··--···------ -·- ·--~---
---- -the -di chot omou s vaiiab·i-es could be due to th~ limiting 
•. . 
of . the dependent var iablesf' 1"'i.th respect to independent 
variables,., The results of this analysis 0 ·'therefore, tend. 
,; 
, to lend creqibility to the two variables based on the 
-·· 
____ · ... ----- SAT scores -and -to~-the--secondar.y--- school-·-standing·;-·· However,--··-
. '"' 
. . 






















.... ', .. _,, 
justified logically if_ they are to be. considered valido ·· -·---_ · f 
., 
..... , ................. , ..................................... •·· .,, •.. -············-· ..... - ... ·-···-··-··-·-·-······ ······-··········--··-·-···:.: .............. , .• ···············-:··'-·-----········--··-····-··-·········--·····-··--········-···-····-·--··;····-·-- . - . 
'1 
·- -· _.,._. ~-1'-·-"':.,;....:"·""'·'~-;-.o~, ..• :-,.._.~,~-......=-..,,~..:..::,-...<..,...;..:....-c-.:.,;,..f,~, .• ,..-cc·.-~·- - .. -:.--..... - _-. - ·. 
17 0 Ezekiel, M. I Fox, Ko Ao I METHODS OF 'CORRELATION AND ! 
REGRESSION ·ANALYSIS LINEAR AND CURVILINEAR9 John Wiley and···· 
Sons, Ince I ~ew Ye~k} 1959, Third Edition, pg O 297. 
. ' 
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35 
. ' / 
The fact that son:31 of male college graduates do better 
" 
--------------------------.. _-__ .________ ?n th~ ayerageo _ ~-~- in~i~_~t::-~cf. ___ py_ ~h~ po~:btiY .. ~ q_Qefficien·t 
·. ·. 
.;.·_-,;.:.r• 
of this dichotomous variable in the regression equation0 
than those boys who'se father.s did not attend college is 
a result thaf one might expect for:~ario~s ~eas~~s~ For 
. . .. ·- -- . ________________ ,,__ .... ; .... -- - .... 
. . . 
,i " 
.. example 0 it is reasonable to suppose that_ the male college 
t 
I 








- that a boy who. is exposed to su·ch habits and ideas at. ·home 
is likely.to be a better student than one who has noto 
Also0 since a boy 8 s freshman year at Lehigh is usually a 





I the son of a college graduate will _have been _better pr~pared 
·-- ----- -------- - \ 
by his father to handle the problems of_ finding new friends 
and adjusting to the new environment • 
The positive coefficient associated with.the size of 
- -
- - -·· -· ""'·-· ;:", ;.~~;.:T.·, ____ - ... -
·------- -------·--·-----
__________ -- .. ·.,--.---·--~---·----_--·--:~_--the_ ~econda;ry sqhoo1- _could be caused by one ___ or both .. of __ two _____ ~ ___ ,, _ 
· factorsQ · First 0 it could be that the larger secondary 
••·>~.-- -- . 
-- ' l,.;..__:. ___ ~ . • schools are giving .the boys better ac~demic preparation,.; 
~-
.on the average than the smaller schoolso Second0 the 





I - - - --- . ·- -···---- ·--- ------- -·--···-----·--------------·------·---- - ·-··. - -- --- -----------------------~~~- if ... ·-- -·-- .,,._ ..•. ------··-·---·-----. -- . 'I . 
could be , preparing the boy better -for ·the social shock of · -~ · · J 
i 
'being.away from home and making new friendse f 
. . . i 
. , . • - ~ • ! . 
'. 
______ ... ·------··· ... _,_---·~--- _ ·---. ____ -···---··-··-----·· .... ____ -- ____________ .The .... fact that_ the ____ . ___ b.oys .. , __from ... ,.-la:r:g.er:-_, __ ~~secondar.y .... :schoo.LS:::,:.,,c,-,:"'.·"==-----=::=., ... :-==·:-co. 
tend to do better at Lehigh than the boys from the smaller .... ,. _______ ~--------~-------
• q - --
.. · _______ ____,_____________ schools is a trend the Admissions· Office has noted_ in .. ·-····· ... - -- ----·-· -- ---·--- --------·· - --·-·-----
-... '-· 
past studiesG This may seem a bit unusual since most of 
'' ... ,.,.,. 
the private preparatory schools are relatively.small (less I I , 
' l 
C' 
, I' .. _.Q 
' /""ll,• 
',). 
' >I. .• I
. ' 
.. ' ·: ·, \.-· ':: .....• , ' ' 




























··than· 300. graduates each year.,) 18 · .· Tliese past studies have 
. - - . 
also indicated that there is a higher percentage of 
0 C 
i .-·· . . .. ____ ., ___________ . ____ ---··. failures' among the 'preparatory school graduates •than among·- ··- ---·---~.--- '-~-------
f 
,! 
1 I ., the public. school .graduate.s 0 
.. . .. 
It may be possible that· ·the 
;j 
;i .reason. for this is that Lehigh is not getting the top 
i ~ ~ ' ···-· ____ .:_ ___________ ~-~ .. -~---- ·····s'tudents from these schools because these boys are being ' 
...... ~ . 
. ' 
'1-· -·· -
I . . . . · admitted to the Ivy League schools G It is ~~SC) P,()~~~J:>J._'=; 
r~--,----------- .·-. -~-... ·. ~,----~--- th.at those preparatory students who d~-~-ome· to Lehigh do --~, -
I . 















tells me that· this same tendency for the preparator'y ·school. 
graduates to do relative·1·y poorly was exhibited in studies . 
- :c:- ' - ,'c~cc'"','',cc;~"~"~'~cc,'~"';:,~,·,:e , ,. ,conducted ·by · the .- Ivy League·· · schools-~·-·,. ,.- - . ,_, .c., ·· · · · • · ..... , -, · .. -- ..•. ·, · , ,, ., ... : . .. c -"~~-~:~,-~,c~':~"~-,~~o~c~ .. ~~"~~~-~-~~:~:,,=cc,·--
- -·. ··- - . . - " ' 
6 ' '. . . . .. .. ' 
----------· ~------------ ' -- ----
T~is tendency, if ,it is statistically significant. 
causes several questions to become important: What is the 
' .. 
advantage to }?e gaineq by the boy whose parents have :spent --------~---------------- ... 
.- - -- -- ·-·· -·-•---- ----------------------
.......... -... -------.·-~----· exti~ sums o:E money.to send hfrn to a private preparatory 
' 
school 0 if. the public schools are better .preparing their 
• f .. •, 
\ 
graduates for college?; Is Lehigh.affecting the_preparatory 
· school graduate in a manner that is somehow different from 
-t.--he- way ·in which it affects -- public school-graduates?; or,.·· ------
. . 
J:s the boy who attends a private preparatory school ba·si(?al-
-.. · ___ .... _:...._~·. ___________________ ly .dif fer.ent in some respect f.rom the . boy who attends public .. c_._c_ _________ :··------,c--
1 
' ' ' 
:.:.'.7.:::-::":';':'·..:--:-::--.:·:~;·:~:-.:~:"'!.--;-"-··.-----... ---==:--:.::-·-:-:::=-:-.=.:::::-.·:::::: .. :-:.:-.:.-:--... :·"':.":'::-: .... ·;:.:: .. · ... ··-··--'------."--------·--·--··-···-··-····· ... ··: .. -· -_- __ ... - ··-----· .... · -..... -- .: .. ·- __ - -____ -_:·_ .... - ---·· -_ ..... _. -.-_·_·_· ----·-·-... . .. 
· ,· ·. school? 0 The answers to these questions do no.t seem to 
. . -- .... 
be available at this time c. 
---------------~--------------- ----·--------
-- .. .. ··-···- ---··--·--------~~---·---- ----····· 
The other b_ackgro-µnd vari~ble that needs just.f.fica-
,---- - - -----·--·---- ---- .... --·· ---- .. 
tion is the number of younger brotherse This variable is 
' . , -···-- ,, ............ ··· .. . 
\ 
assigned a negative coefficient by the regression analysis 
)-7 • 18 0 I refer to privately owned and operated high schools, 
"1;i,· 




-~------~~----=-=i,:===~=""""'"""'"""'"· ===-===-~~~-IIH.IEW!IIIIU--l!l!llll!ll!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Yl!I•- _ .. ~-·- ... _ . "al 




.. : ',•"'.•.'I"('.·. ...,_____, ,., 
· indicating .that the. boys with no younger brothers do better 
on the average than the b·oys. with younger -broth~rso. The · 
justific~tion.for this is .not apparent, bbt it could be 
relatedDto the fact that ·there· maybe a gre~ter amount of 
financial presst1:re on a boy who has one ,,or more younger 










. ', ' /11..-,:' • ,.,, I : i 
! 
. : ' ) 
. ' 
__ .-·-·-~---c,--t.he ___ ~_yo_ung_e~.--brothers 8 if a causal relationship·· exi-sts0 -i-s--------:'.---· _::.., · · - ·-·------·-T 
most likely psychological_and, therefore,-beyond the scope 
•. , 
of this thesise However 8 ·· it d9es seem reasonable to 
suspect that the family structure should be related in 








.. · . ••••~•·•••~·····~;.. ~~k~ly .. ~~a~'. .. ~·~·~ ... :~g,~~~~=,:~==·. as5,~=~~~=~ ~i th ~~~.~. '7~J'.:.~~blf3 .· .. ·.·· ........... ,, .• J 
could be due to a causal system and not just to some . .,. .. ! 
uniqueness of the samplec 
,, 
·- --- ~-··-·----- --








I' ;,j I 
Thus, the two background vari·ables, the number of 
youn.~_E:r -_ ~l:'~~ll~r s an~ w:tiethe:i: t:he. fa'ther . a.tt.ende<:l colleg.e_, __ . -------------------------- -·- . n 
-··-- 'l ------ -- ----------- ------------
' . 
may have some logical justification and bear some relation-· 
.... ship to the caus·a1 systemca Therefore, it is reasonable to 
/' include·these .. two variables in the selection equation0 The 
secondary school size-is a factor that ~eems to have had · 
-- -- -~-~--'- . ----------·--·------- ---------··-·· - ··--·- . ···-·· ·--- ,--·---------·---- - - -- ---
' ····--" __ an effect in the past and ·shoul~ be included and investi-







) .. ·,. (i 
...•.... ·=~-=---==-~ ~ =~:.. s:i..ai:i.::i. r.arik.are WidelY.· a:cc€!pt~4 in4.iG~tox:s .... o.f c:icactemi.c ........ ·........ '~---~---·.:_·~=,,~~~,r 
· . achievement arid the fact that they are so highly signifi- · I .. 
cant in t-hi·s s·ample can be··a·ccepte·a·- as. an indication of a - ·------------·· ---
valid causal systemo The only question that remains is 
what is the.best form for including_ these variables in the 
modelo The absolute difference between the SAT math and the 
SAT verbal score is a new transformation that is highly ... , .. 
,, 





l:.i:·,.j ., 1~ . 
f ! . 
·_ "• ·w· - n •, ~ ,...,,__,,-~~--~--""'"'i•.O--,;,:-:~ .. ~- ·"• · - -- -- •" • " 
_! ·.-···-,, 
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.. ... ... , 
•· • •""·• ._,_,.._ .. ,, ~-.... -,,'-'..., .. ,.- ......--. .. -~., . .___ ' -•• --- .. ""· .. ,.. "" .-., -""-•"'-'<'-'•-•-••·' • -•--•1!"'"">' •·•-Pu .. , .... •.•• ... 
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significant C!) It, seems to be a more. effective indicator 
' 
' . 
-_ than the· tradi.tional SAT math score when .it is used in 
" 
. connection···with·- the· S'icoridary school rank and -the SAT, 
·- ·.-, 1· 
verbal- scoree .Therefore 0 I would suggest that·,·the normal-























scores, and the two background variabl·es 0 nu:mJ;>er of 
, I 
younger .brothez- s and whether .the .. father -is a college 
~ ' 
gr~duate, be used to develop a~ne~ set ~of prediction 
// 
. . --··_/ 
equationso _._// 
I have suggested that the choice·of curriculum is an 
· import·ant variable and ·that it should not be included in 
"· .... 
Essentially, what ·th.is means is that I think that 
' I 
the choice of curriculum makes ·more than a linear contri-
bution to the modelo One way to check this hypothesis is 
to take· a ¢!ifferent sample- of students from each of the 
four curriculums and, to form a regression equation using 
the same variables for .each group and then to compare the 
I , 
l 













coefficientso If the curriculum makes a linear contribution 
the only significant diff~Eenc~ among the equations should 
be among the constant terms o . I did ·not·. obtain a large I . - . ------------------ . . i -
I 
------- -------------·- -
-- ---- . --- ... ,: ---------- '": ... --- ---.- .... _, :· --·- -·--· --- -· . . . .... ··-··- - ... . ·-- ··-·---··- --~-·--· - - -·. .., ........ -- ·•. ····--·-- .... ··------· --·--- ····--·- .... - -·-··------ ........ ----·--· ............ .-............ --- ................. ----·-- ··········---··-·---·---······· -.. ··-·-- - . . - . . . . -- . ···-- --- . -- -·- ··--- -- --·--·· ... ---·· ... -- --·--· .... ------- .. · -. ·-------~~ .. ' -... -------·--- . ... ·• -· ... •·. I·--
e nou g h sample to provide eno~gh data points in each of the i 
gp a ... ,., 
-·, . 
' . 
curricula. for an analysis of this typeo There a~e 0 however, 
a sufficient number of students·, in the engineering· subsample 
to form a regression equation for this g~oupo The results 































REGRESSION NO@ 20. 
Engineers-only* 
Dependent Variable= FCUM 
R**2 (.Maximum likelihood) . c46998760 00 H 
R1'*2 (Based on .unbia·~ed._ variances) 046998760 
Res:idual Mean, Square = ·~:36134885 00 













. . . . 11 
. ··-·········---· ······--· ----·-- -·---·--- -·- -·-· --·~····--·-----·-----·-·------- ----Cenf- ---··-··---·--·-------.·-----,---------···.·· 
0 . . I 
-~. --- . . ---· . ---------··--. ---· - ··-----,--------·--- --···-· ------·------- - -- .. - ·-·-·--·- • .. --·-------···--- . ------·-·--··--··--··-··- ---···· 
-Variable Coefficient I F (T**2') LVL i 
-- ... ----~,· 
,.; '• .. 
Constant Term= -e26990245 01 
. 
. -- .. - ------- .. -· --· -------- ----- ·---····· - .• - -··--:-:-·-- .. .... ! .. ····---·--· ----·--·--· -·--· •.. 
.. ,'' 
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. 40 J_ 
,. 
The int~res·ting thing about ·this regressio.n is· that the 
three background variables· and· the absolute difference· 
J' • ' 
• ' •. t'"' 
have lost significance C, This l 1eads me to believe' that 
the · significance of the$e variables ·i_s , ..due~ in part, to 
their relationship ,to the choice of curriculumo If this:. 







I -1·-•--'•-----------w --~-! . -~,----eq.uation----tha-t---wi-1-1.----se-rve----a-s----a----m?re-------v-a-li-d----mode-l----fs:t"---pr-edis-----------~-~--:-. _.:_ _______ · .. -------
ting academic success than can be developed by con,idering 
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I. • ~ 
~ u ., 
Analysis of R~.siduals 
4i 
' ,. 
Before one can conclude that a tegression ~rialysis 
·includes- all the significant information· cont.ained in the 
set of available data and ·uses the most effective trans-
fo:,;mat,ione ·of· that·. information (model) 0 . t_here must be 
,, 
some analysis of the· residuals .. (errors). -that result 
________ · _____ when ... the ..... :.pr.edicted.outcome.-is .. compared with the -actual- --------,.--------~--~---------------- --
c::, 
.•.•.• .. · ., ... , ... ,4 
outcomeo -· Also_, the hypothesis that the sample ·of students 
forms a h.omogeneous group in the sense . that a1·1 the boys 
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analysis of the resiaualso I; 
11· 
Th(: J>J:'()}:)lem. ():( ~9tt:I:'_Inin.in~ WhetheiJ:: or not there 11a.~ ... _ _ _____ , ;c-c j 
··-. --,-. --.. _.:__. ____ ,-·-··-- ·--- ·- ,, ~-·. :· __ · .. ·· --· - --- . . -. ..:. _________ _, __ ..:... -. ._.: ___ · .... ----~----·-··· --·.,-- -_,.:.:_ __ -----·-·--·-····· ·-···----· --,----------·····---~---- ·-···-·-~---.' -·--···----«----- ..... - -··. ··.· ··--------. -··------ _-_ -··-·--·-····- ------·--·-··-··--·--·--·- -----··--··--··--·-·r'- ·--·----·· ---··---··--·· . ·- . ' - -· .-----·--------------~ . -----
i 





,., .• ..;p. ... , •• 
been optimal· utiliz.ation of the available information. is,··· 
' 
of course 1 quite .di.fficult since it is. obviously dependent · 
on the transformation of the"' 'information" However, one .... 
test that isf adv;sable in helping to decide whether or .. 
· not any usable information has been excluded is to form 
what seem to be the most logical variables from the 
·- \,. 
information that is not included in the final regression 
.~· . 
equation and ·to' run a regression anaiysis using these 
variables as the independent variables and the residuals 
from the final rElgression equation as the dependent varia- . _J 
,' 
----- ·----------.. ·------ --··----· ---------------" - ·------------------·-----·------------------ ...... ···--------------· ----·· --------- - ---------- i' ble·s--~---· 'f'f all the useful information· has been included .. in ,, - _______ '____________ .... !., 
·, 
the final equation then there should ~ot be any correlation J 
! between the unused variables and the.residuq.lsC) If 0 ,-how- . 
1 
I ever 0 one of tbe excluded bits of information is important, I 
----------- ---- --- -------- .... --- - . -1 
then there will be some correlation between that variable i: 
. and the residual if the information has been expressed in 
., 
--== - -=--··--=-v--~---- ~- ._, ----
r • .a:::a: Ir--' - ---..... 5 ii± 5 
-
· · I I 1"" c::==___: 
~ -~--.--, •• .---.--·----------~-- · __ · ... -~-'.-·, -·-····--··.---·- -·-·-. ·-·-··--·-·:- ··- -·--·-~-,--~~-.. - ·--- -~'c---···-· _ _:.._.,._.,....;..... ____ -:-_-. 
ti) . 
. M 
' . . 
-·--·-- ··-·· --- . 
42 :· 
the proper form 0 Regr~ssion 23A on ·page 43 gives the results 
. .~, 
of an analysis. o.f thi~ nature using1 · the. nine independent 
variables, that were d~opped fr·om the.· original set G Note 
that the 1:-esidt1al· __ l!l.~.g.~··.~qµ"ar~ for_this .... ;egression of 



















regression ani:tlysiso Therefore1 there does not seem to j 
---·---- ____ .. ___ . ____ · _____ be_ anylnfoimation_coritalnedin_the_ex~_ludedva.d.ables __ · _ _ _ ____ I 
--.----·······-- . - . ···- -··. - -· .. . ---· ... . •· ·.·· . ····--------,-------- ·1i 
l;i 
that is not i included in the variables used in th~ fifteenth Ii 
fi' 
.regression analysis. 
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,··. ' ,,~,- •I • " .,- ' • • 
'(/,,' 
I / '(. 
-- REGRESSION NO •.. '23A 
Dependent Var;;i.able = Res~dua~ from Regression J.5 
. 
' R**2 (Maxim_ ·um··1ikel~hood) _______ o39806653--0l ... -----,_··--. --~-:---:. __________ ..... -- - - -- -- .............. ---······ 
. , 
·R**2 (Based on·unbiased variances) -056212680-01 
. . ~ 
Residu~l ·Mean _Square = o-33262698 00 
}I Conf o i\ 
' . . . . . /·'· b 1 . . . ( * * \ ' ' ii -·-------. _____________ __:.. _____ _:_ ____________ ~_Varia . e .............. Coef f1C.J.E?nt .. --~--.: S-e----D-c----Coe.f.:f-.----:-~-----:-:-:---~·--:--·:· :F, ~T--------2~1 i _____________ LVL----~------~-=--:---_---.:~--- -- ---· ;:i ..... ---·---. .. 









.133094 74-02· .. e .. 11504602=-02 
-.82096609~03 010310087-02 
. • 56005843~01 . .0 98426811-01 
.10828420 00. .12282,358 00. I 
.., 
' .10286006 00 012988785 00 
-089261878-03 012103804-02 
. . . 
0133837174 01 





.0 62712 847 00 
. . . 
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.. _ ·:~ :.:: ... :.:=~--::=~'--'· ........ #OS . . ·. - @ 68754445~0.l ..... - 01.25186.58 .· 0.0 . ·O 30163796. · 00 · ·· 0 




033292770-02 015681~86 00 
Constant Term= -019888004 00 
8 61298325-02. 0 
.45074504-03 0 
·- ... - . 
. I . 
•.. 
- ... ···- --·--· ·-· ---·-· 
-- ---- --- ··-···~-·· ---· - ---~--. - ·----·.- ····-···-··-·------ ---------·--- . 
- ', - - . 
. . , ... 
·, 
.REGRESSION NOo 23B ,-
Dependent Variable= Residual from Regression·lS 
R**2 (Maximum likelihood)· 051082526 00 . 
R**2'(Based on unbiased variances) 050583368.00 
. . 
. 
Residual Mean ·Square = 015562495· 00··----· ·- '\ 
Conf • 
Variable Coefficient .. ....... .. f.('1'~~2 }.: LVL.- i - ... _________ .. ____ ....... - .. -- .. . t-
i 
. . -
-· • :i ··--- -- .. ----··-- - .. ·-··----····- .. --·--- ---·--·---·-· ·------ --- ---- ----- -----· - -·---· ------·-.. --.----·-------.----·-- ·-·--· -- -·--··---· ·-·-·· -------.. ·-----·-··---·· --··--·----------··-- ·-·-·--- ----·· - --- . ____ .: _____________ _._ -~------·-----·--·---------·-~·--·--"""·-·---------··-···-···--··· ·-·---···-· ... --··· -~----·--··-···---- ---· ------- ---··---~·--·-·--·--- . -=·---~-----------r, -
, .. FCUM 0 '49557346 OQ e48988127-Ql .10233741 03 3 \ . 
Constant Term~ -894119298 00 
. ·- ...... - . I 
. .. --·· ..• ~ -.. ·· :·:-; ··: :·.:..:·:---·.:;·.:" - . _ ,. ·- -··----- ... 
· l




















A useful technique f.or · checking the form of· the model· ..... , 
. is 'to plot the residuals· against the observed values· and·. 
to .: .. fit a regression line to these points,, If· the form of . 
. inf ormf:l,tion has been transformed correctly I then there· 
. . , 
should not b.e any correlatiqn between ·the dependent_yar~ 
I• 
- . - --- -·- .• :i;:_.·, ___ ' . 
"· 
.. , . 
' . . . 
1, • • I l · iable and the_ residuals o Regression 23B{page 43} was run · · i 







~,-- -- ------· -----
] 
!I i ' . 
() 
ffi •• ;;;sv .•. 
, · '-tw·--·--·---- --•--c --•- ---- -·-- ·-
using the freshman cu.m···as ·the independe-nt v_ariab.le and 
. r . 
the residual· from .the· fi·fteenth regression as the · dependent 
variableo Note there is a high degree of positive correla-
. . 
_ tion (.70) between these two variables indicating that 
.(·· 
-_ .. .!:.--~~.-~- '~--- -•--··"· 
equ~tion fifteen tends to over-estimate the performance 
.. 
·- . ·- --· ---- - - . - ... --· -·· --··. ·---·-·-·------
-~--:~~:'·~~=·::::::·::::-- , .......... ··-of -t-he -poor··· students ·· and -- to-- under -e st-±ma te -·the per formanc-e-- ---- ·· -
. . 
I. ' ~· - . -; . ' 
"-.:·,· .. ·--· -· . . 
of the good studentso This indicates that I have probably 
. 
failed to represent the variables in· the best· possible .form • 
This could be due ·to the· fact that the dependent· variable 
1 is boundeda It might be more advantage.ous to rank the ~· 
students and then normalize· the ranks so that the dependent 
~---· -- ---, . ·:, '1 
variabl~ v?ill be closer to being truly normalG This type ·, 
of correlation between· the err.or ;arid the dependent variable=-~:·-_--- / 
,., .... 
will result if the dependent variable is uniformly dis- · 
tributedo The distribution of freshmen cums observed in 
this· sample is neither normal nor uniform but the frequ.ency 
of observed cums around the plus or minus one standard 
deviation from the mean is _quite largeo The freshmen cums 
are plottea. in Figure 1 ·on the following p~geo 
. :.1 
. 'I::~., • :tJf~:_:··:,:r-···--- /,~-~-"------ -----~ 
• 
• m 
ry•;- - - ,,~r:~·- -- ·,------- -,.~ ----- .----- -~--- ~ 
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· The histogram almost looks bimodal" . ·This could· cause the 
- ~ 
' slope of th~ regression equation to be contr6lled by the 
points _at -plus or· minus one standard deviatione I suggest, f 
' 
' therefore 0 · that i~ __ any furth_er a·ttempt to increase the 1•··, f 
' 
' validity of the prediction equation the normalized ranks I 
be used as the_ dep~11,,¢tent variable in the regression-_ 









h I l 
'J, .• 
\ eqqgtiono:, ____ · This may.cause -·-some:-prob1ems--int-he:_--int~rpreta-------.----~------~-·---J-
tion of the prediction at first; how~ver'0 the admissions 
I 
, 
o,fficers and the other users of these predictions should· 
find that the · normalized rank -is .more helpful provided they_ 
take advantage of the available computer_facilities to 
make the conversionso 
.The question about the homogeneity of the· sample can 
be answered by plotting the residuals on ·proba.bi-lity 
paper o,. ·-- If the residuals are ~ormally distributed with ( , .. ,,\,., .,,., .. 
't." 
~ \ , G -- -- - -- - ----- -mean zero and variance equal to the residual mean square, 
it can be concluded that the performance of all the boys 
responded in the same general way to the independent var-
'i iablesp Plotting the residl.lals on probability papeF 8 
therefore, should result in a straight --line o If any of 
the points deviate from the line by very much then these 
~ ,. f 

































- - . - - ,- -- ·- -- ---
-, 
_____ ----·------------: __ :~~-------t!l~- :-~_?_g~_<3_~_~_iQn ~g}l_gtion .... and _ an ___ at:teinpt. ___ should----be----made:.---t0.:'---~----_ ------\ 
I ', 
• '-·~~ I 
. "\ 
determine why they are -different from the rest ~of the - r 
I -
t 
_ sample Q When the resi<luals from the _ fifteenth regression- -------=~=-~--~---==:--~-- l- -
are plotted, all of the -points·fall very near to_a stra~ght _ 
line@ Therefore 0 ·1 can not reject the hypothesis that the 
sample is a homogeneous group.from this point of viewe 
\,' 
I 
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Howeve~,- if the residuals a:te_analysedby curriculum 
(See ·Table· 4u Appendix 1) it turns ou·t that 12 out of 
· the 14 business . student OP residuals are posi ti_ve O This . 
result has: a probability of o 013 of occurr·ing by cha·nce 
· · .. · ... ·-· ... .... - · - -- -· · - .,, · · ·- · 2 0 ..... · .... · · · ·- - · --.. -- -
alone i£.a simple sign test is usedo This result should 
,, 
add s1=rength to the suggestion tha:t the prediction equation 
be .developed se:E:larately for each college, , es~e~ially in . ~,7 
----·····- . .. . . .· ... --·-·- <•·······-···-····-, -···-·-···-···· .. ··-: ··-·· ~·-······-·····-··-··-······· ·--:·····-·-···-· ······ --·-··-· 
light. of. the fact that the dependent va~-±able · used in the · 
- ' - ···- . ...:... 
~ 
- .. -- -- ...• -·--···---·-·- - --··--·· .... 
. C'$- . 
. . . .. ., . . . . '. ' . . . ,,.:) . . .. . 
fifteenth regression equation had alrfta,dy.been corrected 
for differences in the mean cum for each of the four 
curriculum choiceso 
Thus, the a,nalysis of the residuals has disclosed 
four rather usefui pieces of information: (1) It is 
. ' 
possible to say that if i;he discarded information has 
.~ . 







nothing. availabl.e from that information· that is not included 
\,.. 
in the variables used in the fifteenth x:_egressi·on analysis; 
\ 
\ 
Probability of 12 ·or more the ·same out of 14 ·= 










- ·- ---·-···-·--- ---- -----·,-,···---- 2 ( 12 ! 2 ! (~) .. . + 13 ! 1 ! . (~) . + 1:<1, ! 0 ! ~), l = 
-···--- ·- - •---·----·--
\ 
'.-1·' 
•.• -:.·-·r-- . 
. \ 
. \ . 
. ....... 
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48 
(2): It ~ppears that there may be some bett·er method of 
improve the validity 
. . () 
transforming the information used ·to 
.' r 
of the regression equation; .(3) It seems that all of·the 
sample forms a homogeneous group 8 but; (4) the business 
students as a group seem to differ from the rest of th,e ~ 
sampleQ 
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49 
·Correlations 
One of the more useful by-products of the linear 
regression. subroutine is a listing of the corre-lation 
coeff·icients between all the possible pairs of varic1bles. 
-- ·-· .... --------· - - ·---·- --···-·-··---· ····- --· .... -····-·. ---··--··· ..... --··· -· -
., 
' included in the analysis o' Some of these correlations . 
_have already been discussed where they were used to make 
, decisions. about the ch9i_9~ __ 91:_ ro9¢l~le ___ . Howev_er_ 0 ___ ther_e __ ·_ ---·--- --------··--·······- --- ---·-·"·""········-- .... ··--- ... ----- ·-· ·-- ------·-- -····-- -- ·--- ··-·-- - -·--······-









-r ·. here since they will probably be useful _to anyone who is -- -- --·---.. - - -------- --- L. 
.., ·, 
' ' 
-interested in pu.rsuing this problem further e _ All of the_ 
coefficients a1;e given in Table 5 in Appendix· lo They :"r 
~ . . 19 are all calculated using the Pearson produqt-moment method • 
Consequently 0 th~ correlations between any two dichotomous 
variables may be misleadingo· However, it. should be possible 
-te---piek: -qut pairs of .·variables that seem to be more highly 
' 
-----------·-· .-- -correlated than others, and, ·if one is interested., to 
investigate the relationships more carefully using contin-
:b gency tables or by calculating the tetrachoric correlation 
ff . . 20 coe 1.c1.entso 
,,. 
_._ , ... , ... .l.9o Wert 0 Jo E~, Neidt, ·Ce O., Ahmann,, J. S-., STATISTICAL 
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To test the $ignificance of a correlation coefficieht 
21 
a ·t-·test can be used where: 
N-2 N = - Number in sample .;, 2! ~ 
t = r 1-r - N-2 ~ Number degrees of freedom 
r = Correlation coefficient 
The_t value for a 99% confidence level two-tailed test 
is about 40603 0 so for a coefficient to be significant at 
this level it must.be gr_eater tit{an 0255 or less than -e255o 
At 95% the t value is about ·10973 and the coefficient must 
be greater than 0195 or less than ~ol95Q Note that this 
test of significance is strictly applicable to Pearson 
product-moµient correia_tion coefficients only when the two 
t;) ~ 
-variables are n9rrn~l-ly distributedci If they are not 
normally distributed then the correlation coef ficient_s 
·could--be over e-st-imated ----T-herefore- -- this -test- should-_-onl-y- ---
, . . 0 Q 
~-
be used to provide minim-um: values with which the correlations 
listed in Table s- ·can be comparedo 
- Some of the· more interesting of the correlations are 
those associated· wi:f:,h _ th·e whether-the-father-went-to--
college (FCOL?) variable~ Notice that the correlation 
betwe·en the·· FCOL? variable and the· normalized secondary 
. . 
school standing· (CON. HS) is -0280 This means that the sons 
o~ college graduate .fathers tend to~d~·-porrer on the average 
-., 
_____ in _____ secondary ___ schQQl ___ th.a_n __ · ___ tb_e ___ bgy~ __ wbo_~e ____ t_~t.h.<?.~-~----~;t;~Jl.Qi: ___________________ ~ 
' ' . " - . 
' I • ~ 
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·. sons of college graduates are predicted to do better on the 
averageG Another interesting correlation is the -032 
' . 
coefficient between the·FCOL? ~)p.riable and the engineering; 
non-engineering dichotomous .variableo -This indicates that 
the boys whose father·s: are no·t college graduates tend to 
cho·ose engineering at Lehigho Since both of these variables 
are dichotomous 0 I set up the following two by two contin-
.gency table:· 
Engineering 
. ·--Yes No 
'· 
FCOL? Yes 36 25 61 '-
No 34 5 39 
70 30 lOQ 
·, ---· -- ·-- - -··- - - -~ - -----··, -- ---- ·- -












l --- ·- - ·- --- -- ----- -- --·~ ·- . "'I"'." 
The resulting .chi square is 10064 with one degree of" 
freedomo This is greater than the 99% confidence level 
~hi square- of 60640' so the hypothesis that there is no 
.correlation should be rejectedo 
- . 
Some other large coefficients involving the FCOL? 
·.:, ': . 
~~~.-·-.. ~: .-:.,~'
4
'·~-"';::::=· ~2:::-~,·~- • variable ;c;;t~at might be~r further investigation are the 
' & 
+o37 .be.tween FCOL? and MCOL?c, ____ and .the -.17 between FCOL? 
and AID?a 
j!, ,-" -
' . . .--
';I'he · 031 cor.re·lation ·coefficient between the number ·of 1: .. ' 
.• -· ..... 
_older brothers (#QB) and the boys who express a ·need for 
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. . financial·· aid AID? 1r- on their in1 ti·al applic~tion is _ 1 
·· - expe.cted as are the negative correlations .between the AID?··· 
•"" ···:.· _____ ._.-_- ::.·----~-·-·-·----·--·--·· :·- --~--···· and·the MCOL?and FCOL? var~ables, and the ~23 correlation 
,..,,..,.,~ ... , ..................... ,,.,. .. ''"''"''""''"'"" .. ~""" .. '""' """""'''""', .... 1 ........... _____ ............... " ....... ,.,,.,.,~,-- .. -·'"·, .. ~ ..... ,~ ...... ,-, .... " .. " _ .. _,,., __ ,__ • --·-..l.- -·"--, ····-··-.. ·- • . ··- . -.. 
-- - . \ ·-~ ; .-... -~~~ ........ 
between the AID? and the number of siblings (#SIBS) 
[, 
, 
variableso These ·indicate ·that the boys who come from ····-_--·> ---_ :··---· -· 
' 
smaller families 0 who are sons of college graduates, and 
who have no older brothers tend not to seek.financial aide /~ 
/. 
/ 
- -, .I. 
0 
-
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52 
The correlations between the number of siblings and 
the number of younger brothers arid the number of younger 
·, 
sisters indicate;; that mos·t of the boys in this. sample. are 
older than their siblingso I doubt whether this will be 
true of all:the classes· at~ending Lehigho I suspect.that 
·- .. ·.' ·:· ' 
' .--~--· - ... ·- -- ---·-
·it is· partly due t(? the fact that the majority of the boys 
in the class of 1965'were born in 1943 or 19440 It may be 
worth_ investigating the family structure further because 
the number of younger brothers is a variable that seems to· 
be useful in predicting academic successc Perhaps the ·. 




of the students _who enter Lehigh changec Note that for 
(1 
1: 
_ this samplE) 79~2~:t'. In?I'~ c:,~_ .. :l:!1~~ l)gy~ §1:t'~. 1:hEl. ()lcl.Ell;;i: f>~~Jp. --- ~ -- ---------- j 
their families& . 1 
Another interesting coefficient is theo38 correlation 
.. 








~between the converted secondary schoo~ standing and the - ' .,. ~; .. . . -· - . ··--·---- ------~·--- ,_____ . . - :: . 
engineers, non-engineers dichotomous variableo This means 
. ,. . , . . . 
that boys wh·o are high in_ their class in secondary school 
.. "-''···-···-·----·---~-~- :--~- -~-=..:-::··· .---·~-::; • .::.::.·~ - .. : ~ i, 
~ , ~ • a • 
. tend to want to be engineers.'._and/or that in order for a ·"·:_ ·f. 
·, 
boy to be admi~ted to the engineering college at Lehigh 
he must rank higher in his. graduating cl~ss -chan if he 
wants to enter the arts or business colleg-es o -.This correla~. 
. . . -· . - . -l -- . - ., . '·-' 







- -- - • -----.,......,...,----------~- ••- -• • - •• - •- -- • - -- -- • - - - - • • - •• - - - - - ---- • - --- •-• -J• -- --- "--~- •--·-- .. ~--· •••-~-- --·--·----~--•.-. -~ ·-~---·--~--~- ---·---- '-,--~----·-----.. -- .. •• _,__, ___ _ ,...__,_~••N•--~ __ N_,. __ ,_,_,___ -----
,·.·, 
> ' -
and CON HS variables· and the FCOL? and Eng_?· variables might· 
1 • h h FCOL? O ·bl - 1 • - I d ·• t 1 -help exp ain w y t e - _ · o var 1a __ e ___ J._s ___ assigne_ _ __ a~_po_sJ.._ iv_e_ ----------~~---- _ : 
' . . ! 
. - ... -- . • . __ .. -, -·,_·_· __ , .. _-,c•.ceoc,c·,_·,c_·_,·ccc,;,·.··--. • r 
c.oeffi,~ient by the r.egression. ana.lysis even .th_ough there ·-r 
~ .. ,., - -· . . . ~ . :_ - . 
does not seem to be.any·correlation between the FCOL? and 
the freshman cumo 
·220 From Table 6 the average number of older brothers 
is 21. 
~--•• I -----' .--., 
. . 
., 
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It should be -noted that all of the correlation 
coef~icients listed by the .MLRP Subroutine are zero~order 
I 
correlations, whereas the regression coefficients are 
related to the higher order partial correlations as well 0 
The ·fact that tl1e FCOL? variable is positive and· signifi..:.. 
cant indicates that there is some correlation between the 
freshman cum and FCOL? if some or all of the other variables 
. 2·3 
are held constant Cl · 
There are 0 of courseu other relation~hips between 
" 
the variables that could be analysed by anyone wishing to 
continue the .search for significant predictors~ Only a 
few of the more apparent and interesting correlati~ns have 
... 
, . b_een mentioned here o · Actually, the analysis of the higher 
••--...---..'""""'-'-",_...,.. _____ c_ .•• ~ •• -.~---- ~-~----~-------- ·----•---·--•-·•--·--•----··-----·-- - -· • • - - - . ; "• • 
. " 
order correlations should lead ____ to __ the .. selection. of .. the _______ :__ --·-·c·--·-~·-;··--- ·····--··-,,-- -. - . - -----·- -·-----·-------------·--------· ·-- --·---------··---------------··· ....... - ... ··----· .. - ..... ---- --- --- -- . . ' ..... ·-·-------- - . ' - . . . ,. . .. . . . . 
'•. 
--~·- --·- .. 
same· variables as the· regression analysiso The only 
advantage to using the regression technique is that it is 
-computationally easier'o The analysis of partial correla-
tions will provide ·,a great deal more information about the 
relationships bet;.ween the variables and may be· desirable 
for that reason. 
···-
·- ---- ... _. _____ _. ______ ._ -·--·-····- -- .... -.. -.--- .. -··-· . 
..-------- . __ --- ··-···- -------·:··· -~ .. - ----- . . . . ------- --- . . . ··i 
. .• .. __ . -· 
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Effects of the Sample 
It should be obvious .that the result·s of. this type 
of regr·ession analysis are very much dependent ion the 
sample· of students on which the ana~ysis is p~rforniede Of 
. ' 
_course 0 these effects· are less·"reparable. --if· the resulting 
r-.. 
equation is to be used· as a basis for scr_eening ,.applicants 
--- - ---···· ..... ·······- ---- - ·-··· ------···· ,_ ----·- .... ·- - - --- - --···- - - _______ ,_ -·-----··-·-·--·-· --· --------·-···------·---· ------- - --· ----·-·--·-- ________________________ .._,.- -·- - ···- ·---- ·-·····-----·- ····--·-·-- . '-···--··. ·-----·-- •-• -- - . - - -- . . . - - -. ····· -- -----~--- ·•. ·-
than .they are when th~ equation is to be used to direct 
. ' . 
Iii 










' guidance once the boy h~s been· admittedo · -·- ··-·--- ----.-·-···--·· --··---·-·-· ·-·---····-- . --- ---···-·· ........ __ ·-· .. :,{ 
Some of the problems involved with using this type 
~ 
of \analysis to develop an equati·on for screening app.:lricants 
'-';• 
have alr.eady been m~,ntioned in the Introduction O However, 
-·~~..---... :·-- -
they will be re-emphasized here because they must be 
understood before any attempt is made to use the results 
/ 
' ~ 
of this' thesis as a bas-is for the development of better 
----··------------~------ ·-·- ·-·-·- - --- ... - . 





-- ·-··· - . .. . .. --~· - -·-·--· ---·-··- ·--·---· . 
prediction equations Ii) _ The crux -·ot the problem associated 
- ' 
with the sample used is that it· _represents a subsample of 
- the population of applicants who have ·a·lready been scree~ed 
by the Admissions Office and found to be acceptable accord-
. . . ' 
ing .to a group of criteria one of which was a predicted · 
average 0. Thus 0 · it. is likely tha.·1: the· di~tribution of -the 
--- --------------------:, -----··- ------· -·----------·-----·- ·-- -------··----··--·-··-··------···-·-- ---··-· ··-·-···------·-·- ···--- ··------ -·-······- -------------·-- ---------·-- -• -·-·-·- --· 
predicted averages, based on th~ old e~uations, of the 
admitted· group will ''tend to be· skewed to the right, even 
tliough . t~ere is no ·minimum· cut-off _£Qr predi·cted averages o 
. . . 
...... ._.._.._ ______ ._ _ _, ___ ..._,._ ... ._..._. .. -.---,-~~-••••• -•·-'•'"H•-•-·-.. ,_,,. ___ ,,. _ _..~~--~---• ,__,....,_._. __ ,., ______ ,_,_, _ _,,,.,_._._.~•-•. ----~--~-~-----.~•••-·-----••L--•-~•-•--•-• •.~-~u''-~--••·--~--~•·~--~·---<+~--••''••~-••'>-•h••-·~• --~••""-"'"•••--~--~---•-• ----~--•"'•-•••• - ... - - . --~-·• • ••"·-·•··· '•-••• ---·-------•••-••••--~-•-·--
Since the predicted average has in the past be~n a function 
·, 
, of the SAT math and SAT verbal scores, and the secondary 
. ' ' . - - ,: . -~.--. -- .... ' .. -
. . . 
. ,. ' •. _,.;.-... .'" ,-,,.-,._.:•···-~ '~··.! .. '.'".":'··.·:'':.""":':!. .... ·.,~ .. ·~:::.;.:.; .. '~·:··.••,7.:·,'._". ·:.··_'• 
school- standing 0 the distribu·tion. of· the·s~ three independent 
variables· m~y also· be skewed= The· range ,associated ·with 
. " 
• w • ' 
"these variables and with the ·predicted average of the sample 




could be less than the range assriciated with these factors 
in the whole population- of appli-ca·nts. 
. ; . 
' ., , 
······-···--· - ····--,-- -···----·-·-:· ,,•-,- ·---#--; ,--·--;-;·~-·;-·-· .·., 
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55·· 
Conversely0 the distribution of the achieved averages 
for the sample has the same range of values as would be 
achieved by the. populationo Corisequently0 any new equation 
. . 
that is dev_eloped:-to ,arrive at· a predicted average 0 if it 
. . 
contains. new variables that are correlated with,.the variables 
used in the scree11i11g equa·tio11 but 11ot subject to that 
' 
.......... 
screen.ingt/ wi11 probably result in a predicted av~rage that· 
is more highly correlated .with the achieved average than 
-the old eqliationo This is -~because the range on the new 
i 















equation will not be restricted by the sc;eening process. 
The correlations between the'new independent variables.and 
the achieved average will likewise probably be greater 
than those· between the achieved ayerage and t,he screened 
variables with which the new variables are ·correlated • 
-- ----------- ----------------- -- . ) 
. . ,~i 




-- ··----· -· ···------~--- .. - observed averages can be corrected to account for this .· I 
screening if a minimum'cut-off point has been established 
" .. ~ 
for each of the independent va-riables and i~.the other 
criteria on which the selection is performed are well 
. . : ij 















J I/ and if some boys with very low predicted averages have been 
admitted on the basis of other factors 0 then there.is n:o 
) 
,, ' ! 
·----.. --.-~ .--,---~ ~- ---~~-:way .. -.of---cor-1:.e.ct.1ng .. -.the----cor-r .. elat-ion.-c .. .f4?r--t-he--.-e.f-f.e.c:t---~:,:of.---~-~------~---; 
• screening() 
---- ~~~~-_:c~-~~-=----~--=--: __ , _ Thus1'. it·· is impo~sible on the_ basis of any_ ~a111ple -- .. ·--- - --~-:i···· .. ·--:-·· . ·-
. ·\·- ., 
" . 
that is available at this time to say·with a great deal of 
assurance that the se.t of variables suggested by this thesis · 
I'"' 
. ' 24 0 Gulliksen, Ho O THEORY OF lYlENTAL TESTS 8 John Wiley and. 
S0ns 0 Inco, New York, ;l.950 8 Chapters·ll, 12 and 13. 
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56 
could indeed yield ~:predicted average that will be more 
. . 
correlated with the achieved ·than the equations now in 
useo The only way the validity· of a new ~quation can be 
'• 
compared with the old equations is· to use the new e·qu·ation !, · 
. . 
•.•. -,,- -+ -
to screen an incoming class and see. how well'" the new 
predictions correlate with the performanceo, I~· will not . 
" --- ,-------,---·-·"> ----,:-· 
i; . suffice .to try tlle n_ew set of variables. on another sample 
of. students that have already been.screened, altnough 
-·. . . - . ·-····· ' . ·, .... . ;~ 
'.-51:i v,,; ..• 
. 
• I ........ .. 
1 ' . . 
this additional ·test might show a 111 signi.ficance.:...change" 
. 
. 
in some of the variables and is 0 · therefore 0 advisable. 
The fact that the relative validit·y of the new . . ____ _c__ 
regres·sion equat·ion is not r~ad,tly available from an 
















coefficients will neces-sari..,).y be in error o To the contrary, 
sipce the independent variables have not been subject to 
minimum. cut-off points 0 the regress-ion hyperplane is not 
. ·-·--.- ... - . ·-----·· T 
- -- - ~ ... ·-*-~· --------·----· 
' 
.. 
· restrictedo ·The only problem is that· it is impossible to 
say0 with any degree of ce!taint·y whether or not the new 
variables do indeed fornra better :set of predictors than 
I 
the old variables·o 
' t ,;· •. 1.,.;,.,,1 .. 1,,,, 
The a9curacy of the reg_ress·ion · coefficients are, · 
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dent variableso The sample must be selected so that the 
_________ .'..~--~-.-:·-·~------ ~---..... range of the dependent :var iab.le is· not re str ictec:l .. wi t!i_ ____ ··--- -·-----"-----·--------- .. ·- _ 
.. -~ ' ' . 
. . 






•. respec;t to any one of the independent variables unless 
- ~~ . - 25 
this restriction is cause,c;i, by the independent varianle G . 
.. 
. ' . 
' '· 
25 0 Ezekiel, Mo I and Fox, Ko A~ I METHODS OF CORRELATION 
AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS LINEAR AND CURVILINEAR, John Wiley 
and Sons, Inca, ·New York, 1959, Third Edition, Chapter 18. 
. . "" 
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For example, in the .sample used in this thesis, the range 
.. . 
~ . ) 
·. of ·the dependent variable .for the arts-engineering students 
.. 
is restricted to values betwee:ri .85 and lo97o Since the 
dependen·t variable is ·dicho·tomous, _ the regression eqt1ation 
· will force the regr·ession hyperplane through the' average 
I - • ' 
. ·- ... grade point for · this r·a~ge when the boy is an arts-engineer-
. -.- .. __ ·:. -=- -.-.:~·~ ·::......:... • ..:. ··.·-~·.-
). 






















.. -··· -··---------------·- ---- .-..---------------- ... 
... 
, 
population the coe{ficient associated with the dichotomous·. I 
![ 
'ij 
variable will be in error! 'l'his . same sort of error will !. 
occur. i-f, for example" the range of the grade point averages . .. ..... ..... .... I .. ~- · .. : 
"' . - - ---------------- -- -r-
- -- ---~ --- ~b -- is restricted -with respect to 
9
the _S~T verbal scores included I 
in the sampleo Therefore, it ··is advisable 0 either to check. 
. - ~?J~"-~' 
the ranges of the depenqent v~riable_ associated with each 
~ 
-.---·------·--.. ------- . independent variable f.or each student in the sample or· to 
include as many stuqents as possible in each sample to· be 
"' 
. used for the development of the regression equations. 
. ' . -
······ 
. . /-;\ . 
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Summar-y - --- -- -- - -- -- ------ -
The d_evelopment of a··better model for describing 
a boy 11 s college potential is desirableo Sophisticated 
tech11iques available for develop.:Lng such a model are not 
feasible at this time, ·but a preliminary -analysis is needed 
so tha.t bassj~c inform~lt,ion ,vill be avr=tilable to future inves~7 
tigatorso Specifically, ~tis n~cessary at this time to 
r . 
attempt to reduce the large amount of~information that is 
' available about ·the student to a small set of variables· 
.. 
that seems to contain all the.information that is useful 
_for·. predictiono. ,, ' I 
This thesis is concerned with extracting signif~cant 
variables· from· the information that is availab·le when the 
' 
. ) 
boy applies for admissiono The techniques used to search 
,' 
























method used to check the _ significance of each variable and · ·: -- .>cc ___ ------ · - ;, 
to compare sets of variables (models) was m~ltiple linear 
regressiono The residual mean square was used as an 
. ~ 
indiqator.of the validity of the model.and, the changes 
in the residua.!· sum of squares as a-- means of compar.ing the 
i 








· contributions to the model of the different variableso 
. . 
The results of-this pr6cedure sug~est that seven -
--~---~·=·=:.:_~_-_---~~----_-----_----~-------_-_·· ... ·.·. ___ ·variables _are_ significant_indicators_of _academic ... suqcess _______ , __ · · ____ ---! 
-- . -- I 
at LShigho These variclbles are: the normalized secondary I 
I 
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59 
boy 0 s father is a college graduateu and the curriculum 
. . 
that the boy chooseso These ··seven variables are based 




on information about. the boy 0 s achievements 0 aptitudes 0 
(. 
J 
I · interests and .family backgroun9-· C) That is, there is at 
least one variable from each of these four catego:t'ies ~
1
f I 
_ r~ · I 
inforrnatio11- -'as they ar .. e defined in Brad]_ey 0 s· thes~tss --r ·----- -- I 
!· Tl1e ~nalysis. of th~es~ s.even variables suggests that.__ i! 
-----. ----------------- . -- i 
-- the .first three of· these variab1ies are much more signifi~ ~ j1 
cant than the other fouro 
-~: -~ .. - There is some question as to · 
the best method~for including the choice of curriculum 
in the model. I have suggested that a separate equation( 
-
be developed for each curriculumo Howeve·r O an attempt to . 
- ---·-·. -----· ·- - ·---•-----·----- --------- ·-·•. - . ·-·- .. ·--·-···- ···------------··-···----·-- ·--· 
-, 






• • ··,··•·--·· :: .. _ • ...... r 
····--·-- -- --·--· -------------------· 
_ equation for the 70 engineering students il:1, my~·.-sample 
indicates that it may be possible that some of the 
background variables are related to the choice of curri- · 
culum. An analysis of the correlation coefficients, for 




• ......... ,,.j"_· ••• 
. ·-'--'---
' ' . 
- -- - . . ' . . . 
fathers are not college graduates to choose engineering • 
Therefo:re; it may.be possible to include the choice of 
curriculum in a single· model to· re pre sent the· ef feet of 
. 
- --·-· ··--·~-~--··-------.-·~·-·----.~-- --- ... ~:i 
r 
the curriculum on the · student and to include backgr_ound . j;:: 
.... - . variables that. will measure. the student n s interest o Note ·. · I 
·- ·--------··-·-"------····---........ _ --- ··-----------------·-·-·-------- ·-··· ---~ ......... ---- -----·----·· ·--- -- .. '" ...... ---- .... ------ ----·- -- :. -- - -- ..... ---·- ··---- .. ------·-. --------·-·- ... -··--·· ----- ......... -------· ----··----··--------------------1 
?: 
that the fact that the. choice o! curriculum is incluctea" in ~---
the model suggests :that it is -possible .. for the, University 
1! [.'l 
f 
_______ . _____ -------~-~-:: ______ . "f:.Q ___ say: _ someth.,ing ___ to ___ the._ appJ..icant about -his relative--------~~--~~-~:- -----~:-~~--~------; --- ----- -1;) 
. . ' ( t 
'·I 
pot~ntiai with respec~ to the,curriculum he chooses. ~ 
., 
There is also some question about the significance -
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60 
signif·icance of this variable may be unique. to the class 
of 1965 a11d that it· will 11ot be useful for the class of 
19700 I have suggested ~that the structure of the family 
is probably important but furth_er studies will be ne.eded 
.,,r 
J' ~ ",f •••• , •. 
' . 
to· find a variable that repr~sents the signi·ficant infor= 

















, . . ! There is a great deal of research-to-be done--i·n··:the ---'------·--~- ·- . ' t 
. 
. future if the University is going~ to maximize the accuracy 
with which 1t· can evaluate. the academic .potential of 
applicants and studentso In order for this research to 
', be carried forward 0 ~t will first be necessar~y to. record 
the large amounts of data that is available on campus on _ ,--- ---·- - . . . 
. . 
computer input cards so that the computer can be used to· ·· o 
make the analyseso 
Finally, I suggest that fhe University update the \ t 
-· ·--····----··------- .-·---- --· present prediction equations and that the variables .. found -----· . 
F 
tq be si~nificant'in.this _thesis be ~includedo r·a1so 
recommend that ·the .prediction equations be recalculated 
. ____ ,,_.. ··- .·". ' -. . ', l: 
- - --- ·- . ! 
. _, - _: ..•.. ·---~-~---- ·- -- t ), 
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· Sugge·stions 'for Future Work (,> ,. ' 
..,, 
The I problem of reducing the large amount of inf orma-
' tion that 1;.he Univers.ity collects and. stores about each 
student of ana applicant. to Lehi~~ is·quit~·broad and{-
. 
' . ' 
. 7 
' \ ' 
.· ' \ 
. . .... \ 
I 
complex a - . This the,sis-- is a preliminary· search fpr the 
~·. ,. 
\ 
· sol11t,i,on to ·one aspect. ·of t-his 1 problem., namely the redu·c-
1 
----·;· ... ___ \ 
\ . ' , . . 
. ' . ' . \ 
\ •' •• -:- - -- • +-
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--. ... [ 
about the applicant to a form .that can be used to piedict 
• l 
• 
academic achievemento · Be·cause this thesis is an introdti'c-{i' . 
. ---·--··' tory look at the problem of predicting academic achievement 












.. . i 
I 
_ \ There is -a great deal of work· ·1eft to be done in this area · · - · .· · · ' 
. . . . . . . . .. . ......... ··-· ·----. ---- ·· l 
if t~~--~n_i"7:_:~~t:Y ~5~0 ~ptiill~ze ~~e-~~Ilefits. to both the I 
institution and the students obtainable through a well 
organized 0 scientific study -of the 0 under.graduate informa-
' ' 
--------------·-----~--.~--. tion system 0 o · What courses this study will take are not 
r . .. ·-.. --· -
) 
---------------- -·· --- ... f 
1 
I 
. \ _. . obvious, but ~ome specific steps do seem to be logical 






' .. ,:, ... 
-~-,..--~.. ._ ·,,, 
.· 
extentions of what has been done hereo 
-· 
The next step should be a more extensive inve.stigation 
of the ·possible factors to be used as a basis for prediction 




. I ij 
.. . . .. ... . . . - ti 
i-n-··the model O This investigation should make cor .. rections f 
. . I 
for ·the screening process arid include tests of .the· model~. --·.~·. _ ..... __ J 
.................... --,·--·---·--.. ·-·---·----------·-·--.. -----------··--··-·· .......... - ... -.- .. ···--··---·· .. ••"·•··-·"·"·" ·---------"--··-·"··-· .. -----"--- ................................ ···-··· ... . ...... '..... . .............. ·--··-··-···"· ... _ ..................... _,_ .. .. . ---·-.. ··· .................... -·--·---··-----------··"·-·· ............................................. , ________ ,,.,., 






but might be of value are the results of readin9 ·· tests for 
' . 
. ---• -······- -"·-····-· ............. -·~···-- - . -· . - -- "'····· 
---·- - "-·---·--·-·,---~-·:----·-===,~··, ..... .,.b.ot'i1 .... ~.spee·d···---a-na· comprehension, the -·-·father··o··s ··occupa·t·i--oii;·-"···thEi-······--·--·-------· ..... - .. ------- ------
;f 
average number of hours spent in ext~acurricular activities 
.... ,-,,.,' "'I,,_• 
r 
, I 
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62 
each- week while in secondary school, the_ slope of the line 
con~ecting the boy 0 s ~econdary school.grade point averages 
·,, ~heh they are plot.tea against time., and the way the bo_y 
raQks Lehigh relative to the other·schools to which he 
. ~ . 
--
' 1/'\ • 
app~iese, The~ tran·sformatio11-s of the variab·les should also 
. ~ . 
be. iny~~_-tigated_ further C . The effept()Of the secondary 




sch o o 1 class rank migh·t be improved if the ran~ .:i.s Gonv~rted 
. . ··---~--- ·-.----·-·-· .. - ....... -...... -- -~----·----· ···- -.- .. ·-- ·-·-- ·-··--· - . . 








to a standard measure with respect to a recent population 
' . . 
.. t 
of applicants 0 say the past two···yearso · Likewise 0 it may 
"<'.:\ 
help to standardize· the SAT scores_ to~the Lehigh normo 
• . I • 
However, all of these investigatipns will be prohibitively 
laborious~nless the present means· t·he University uses to-. 
handle and store i-nformation are replaced by a well designed 
computer-oriented information ··systeme 
The development of the computer-oriented data process-
-ing system is ~n- event .that ·must occur "·if Lehigh is going 
• I • 
. "l 
' . 




information that is availableo For example, it should be 
relatively easy to develop a system for coll~Gting q.nd 
storing the inform~tion received from each -appl:i.cant on-. 
cards and eventually _pn magnetic tape or diskss Once this ______________________ _ 
. is 0 accomplishe·a·, the soft wear can be le.developed. to transform -~------- '-·-
and oiganize this d~ta into any fo~m desiredo A technique 
1•·-·-----·--·---••<>'~-••- . • -----...--·-"'-•~-.. .,~ ...... ,,~~--· ··---•~-""'"'"'*"•·•--•-·•--• •-~--~~, • .-..,~•••-•~--.,r·--•·•-~•·~-~~•,-•u,•-•••n~• ,_"-'""•-·- ,. • -,.,, .... _., __ ~-·~- .... ,-,,.,_., ... ,_.,._ ·~•·-·•,.·-••·>-,.,. ..... ··--••o•---·"'" ·•··-•-·-hs••---·--·----·- ...... -· ·- ., -.--,· ••-•·,--•- -, .... ,, • ,,. ·• ·-·, ,--• ••••·-·-··· --·· -•-· . ••- +•• ·•, .,. ... -· • •· -• •• •·•-- --· --- -- -•·• _......__. • 
:'I • 







.readily available for· input_ into rather .. complex comptite:t; 
'programs 1 is Factor Analysis .. :
6 Shepard 9 s paper 0 11~tract-
26c Shepard., Ro Noe PROCEDINGS OF THE 1964-SY.M.POSIUM ON 
_DIGITAL COMPUTING, "Extracting Latent Structures from 
Behavioral Data 11 1 Holmdel Laboratory, Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, January 30-31, -19640 
. . . ' . ~ '. ·, ~. _, :~ ' 









ing -Latent. Structure from Behavioral Datau 0 ·gives a good 
example of the application of .. t·his te<?hnique O Some study 




the· problern of p1.""'edicting academic· suc~esso 
;•_-.,"" . Anothe-r method of. solving· the problem of prediction. 
' ' 
-·---;-· ------ -- - -_ ··,."., --~-: . and the broader select;i,on pr9blem as \\Jell is fo program~ · ,I ••• 
' 
_ .. --------·--------·-------·---·"- _ the. computer .to. 81 lear.118' Q __ That· is., .. to develop the soft wear --------- -·-- -.- - - --- 1 
. . '• -
so that the compu~er. wi.11 ~djust the prediction model to _ 
··account for the ~rrors it·has experi~nced in the paste The 
,. . 
.--- . ' - - -·- --
.. ' _,.. 
· prediction model.· is ·developed and -programmed into the system. 
The variables. are inp~t. to the system _and a prediction ·is 
calculated by. th:e · computer 0 The results are observed.and 
re-inputted into the systemo The computer then compares 
the results with the predictions.that it made and adjusts 
the prediction modelo ·_, The stee·l industry is presently 
experimenting With SUCh a_ technique to 11teach H a COffipUter· 
to·,make decisions about the quan_tities . of alloys, te_mpera-
tures and melting~times necessary to· obtain metals with 
customer specified physical propert-ies o · Some work is 
"' 












for judging the results wou'·1a have· to be establishedo A ~ 
.. ·- -------··--·--~-------- -- ----- ~ 
statistical test for evaluating the power' of a discrimina=----~------· 
0 
-·- .. ·-------·------------- __ · _____ t9~ ____ will ___ have ____ .to .. _be __ s~l_e_cted ____ or ___ deyel_opedo ______ ·second., .. __ it ____ ·will _____ _ 
be necessary for the. a_dmissions officers to find out what 
d 
•, 
happen·s to some of those··-boys who are not- offered admission· 
' 
and ftto some o~ those who are but do not· accept the 9f fer o 
This data must then be converted into a·form that is com-
patible with the ·information collected from boys that at~end 
Lehigh~ Finally 0 and this is true even £or th~ present 































method .of discrimination 0 s~me technique should---be. estab-
·/ 
- . 
lished for including time in the modele 
'j 
1 The effect -of time on the prediction. equations has 
.. ! _____________________________________ ~----------.. -------- ------ ----------- ... -- --- ---- --- -------- ---------·--------------------------------------------
, 
not been· considered in this· -thesis -excep·t · to say t_l1at_ tl1(;! 
equations should be updated .each year c The problem is that 
the group of -appli_cants that applies to Lehjc:gh one· year ma.y 
- ·· ·-·-·__ -~--:~---~-~-------------not. -.be_ the ___ same _ on ____ the: aver.age __ as t.he ___ gr __ oup __ that_ applies _ _ _ ________________________ --·--
, the next year·o This may b~· .c.aused by chang~s ·in the curric.--
ula of the secondary schools 0 in the financial aid policies 
. \• . . ,. 




I i ,, l.' ,·. ' 
I J --- -. ----- ------ --------- -- -- --if-------------'----- , __ 
:.1 
; .I ll·--- --·----, 
I I 
. ' \ 
practices or in the grading-practices of the University 0 or. 
in a number of other ·factors. Therefore, it w~ll probably 
b~ ,,·-r1ece~sary to update the· equation to account for these 
- . 
changeso It may, however, be possibl~ to develop a single 
- ' . 
equation or set of equations that include the effects ·of·. 
time by using a sample from several time periods·o There 
are two ways by which the effect of time can be established; 
orie is ·to include the time variable in the equation and to /f 
·perform the·regression analysis on all the data .from several 
time periods ·at once; the other method is to run the regres-
sion analysis on each time per~9d. f?f.::parc1.t~ly and tlle11 to 
plot-- the coef fi~ient s' ··-·of 'the·· i'ridej;,e'rident, variables -- as func-
' . These two methods are 
' 
j :; 












not .. equivalent, and the first· is technically preferableo .. 
.. ...,_ _____ ,_. . - - ·-· ... The development of a model to predict the success of 
.. ,. 
the student beyond his freshman year is another aspect of 
the problem that needs to be considered because·of its 
value in counseling the studente It could also serve·as 
a basis for measuring the effect of Lehigh upon the student. 
\ 
' 
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' One f i:rial poiilt. that must be the subject· of any 
.further considerations of.the.development.or .improvement 
of. mathematical models to predict acad.emic · ~ch·ievement 
· is ·the way in. whicl1 ·these. mode.ls and the ext=>erie11ce a11d 
knowledge gained _through the development ·.and· use o·f i,t'hese 
' 
I • ' ' ' 
models w£ll·effect the character of the UniversityD As 
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amount of information that the Un_iversity is able to store ~--. : 
· and inter..,pret about the student will also increase o . With 
this inc~ease in undcerstanding w~ll come an i_ncrease ir1 · 





.wi·l,,l be entrusted and how it., .. will be used to benefit the 
student are questions that must be answered l;>efore, not 
after, that power is avai,lableG.· 
:, 
') 
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KEY TO TABLE 1 
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- - ·1' ·Number assigned to student 
-- -. _, . - -. 2 
- - ------•---·· - -------·-·--·--·--·-· -· ---- ---- -- - ·--- . ---------·--·-···- ·---~---- --- . ·-
~1:~~~~l'~-2 ~_.c~Ilf.u.la~ive :g:r:_~cJ.~ point -average·--spring. 8 62 
Sttjdent I s cumulative -grade poi11·t average=-Fall 8 6~· · · · , .. --_· .. ·· --··-·- .... ---- --· __ ... , .... ,-.-.. - __ .,_ - . 3 
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SAT verbal aptitude test score 
SAT ma·th aptitude test score . d 
SAT achievement test score 
SAT achievement test score 
- -- - --- ---- --------.-----
Rank in secondary school graduating class 
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Figures in·table arelthe correlation coefficients multiplied·by 100 and·rounded offe 
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REGRESSION N0 0 3 
Dependent Variable = FCUM . 
R**2 (Maximum likelihood) e4_43183'58 OQ 
. ' 
Ri:*2 (Based on unbiased variances) e40081712 00 











u. o 16323056~02. 
025309154 00 





012764454 00 030136588 02 
013324336-02 015007619 01 
013738515 00 033937174 01 
03.4587326-03 c48917554 01 
. . . - ,tt;~ <i, 
01041~5089~02 ._, ... 0 239:44398 01 
e91618695-Ql 038202849 01 
013534828~02 e30213749 01 
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REGRESSION NO. 4 
- --- . ·--- --- --· ---;- ----- -~-- "'- -------_·-----.--.----··-.- -:-··-: ____ ·----,-.. t .... 
. -
• i_ •.• • ,"' 
. - '. . .... Dependent Var~able = FCUM . " . 
• 
. ··..___, 
' . , 
. ' 
. ' R**2 (Maximum likelihood) e44961935 00 




jj '• ){, 
~! 
·r . ·-· 
-· - ._,,,_, - Residual Meari·Square = &38794744 00 
, .. 
Variable . . , Coefficient So Do Coeff.· --· 
-
Conf. 
F(T**2) LVL · 
ii --------·----···---- . 
;·· ~ .. '" ...... . ' ~ . . ' - -- ... -·-··---····---·--"----· 
~l CON HS 067605037 00 01269&?76 00 .28344039 02., 3 ,, 
1! AVEACH 024809027-02 010995883-02'. 050904859 01 2 ..... ··.·····.············ . 
i:~:>------ · -·-_.<- - -· .Q_ ___ FCQ_L_l ____ · Q 303 96 7 s2· · oo · 013361658 oo G s11s2 7 ao /01 2 ....... ,--
:·~.:: . ., HSIZE - 0'7030/J..742:::.()3--· 034103255~03-~- .;42498888 01 . 2 . ----'-t-------'---
4>---·----------------·' ' . s-1\ml7 . 27611957 02 11377911 02 58893765 01 2 • I ------ - . n.L '• - -···-·- ..... ····- - ---~- .. . -..... - .. ...... - . -- .. . Q ···-.·. ··-- ·- . . .. .. -. - .. ·-· --- - 0--- -· - .. - . ... .. , ... - . ·--- •-· ·- -~·------.-----. --··. • ---·--
·' . • C - DIF*' ·.· · ....• 28255915-02 013899639'-:'02 ...... 41324887 01 2 j #YB . - .. 14985427 oO .. aa4soa31-01 · .. 28703467 01 1 · ·.·. ·· 
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REGRESSION NOO 6 
Dependent Variable= FCUM 
R**2 (Maximum lil{elihood) @47619701 00 ~ 
R**2 (Based on u~ia~ed variances) 043634243 00 
Residual Me_an Square ~ 036921~62 00 
Variable Coefficient 
CON HS 





~ 068811018 00 012322457 00 
- ·- ... ---
010860920-02 090007870-03 
.28011029 00 013040868 00 
.• 48047689~02 ~11962046-02 
• 43924102-02 \() 12180060-02 
-.18652653 00 087370088-01. 
. DIF 
#YB 
HSIZE 067231556-03 ~33314234-03 
C9nstant Term= -029411606 01, 
F (T**2) 
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Dependent Variable= FCUM ' . . . 
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- R*~~---·(Maximum likelihood) 047110618 00 .•··~ 
~ ··-····· -~ .. ----·-.·---- - . 
R**2 (Based on unbiased variance·s) -043086426 00 
_________ .Residual Mean Square = 037280199 00 
- -- -~4~·-·--'---·--·--'· -· -- -- ··---
· .variable Coef_ficient 
- - ., .... ~- ... , ' ... •-'" .-., 
Conf. 
F (T**2) ... · LVL 
\ I,, ~ • , ~ .... -, .. 
CON HS o 71216977 01 e 121225·95 00 . e34512455 02 3 
. ---·-----------··-·-· SATV .5187.8773=-02 oll397148c=02 . 
0
20719871 02 3 
---··-----------------·----· .· ____ -------·-- -DI-F_.----:"-~-------------. ~46791714-02 .... 011942891--02 . 
0
1535.0374 02 2 
#YB -c24495~74 00 0113.01237 00 · (i)4·6982.644 01 .... · 2 
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REGRESSION NOo 8 
Dependent Variable= FCUM 
R**2 ,(.Maximum l1kelip.oqd).: 044409659 00. 
·R**2 :(Based on ·unbiased varia'rices) ~408231.85 00 
Residual Mean Square = 03876.2694 00 
" • - I ) ... 
·. v . Variable Coe,f f ic ient F (T**2). 
. ·~ 
CON HS .75280916 00 012212543 00 
SATV .53751634c:202 011s·a·a1·04-02 
DIF ~44365535-02 0 12124435~02 
FCOL? .29.059601 00 013413747 00 
HSIZE ·· e65796988~03 0 33960463-03 
#SIBS*. -s48487152-0l e61726872-0l 
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. - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-- -- -· - - - ---- ' - j • 
R.**2 (Maximum likelihood}, 044127506 00. .. .... - .... 
R**2 -(Based on unbiased variances) 039~76339 00 
R,esidual Mean ~quare = ·039382910 00 . __ ,_ ....... " ... 
• I "',I . 
Variable Coefficient . s., D~ Coaff. F{T**2.i},. 
. _.., . 
... 
.. t•, •I· • "• ··, 
Conf •. 
LVL 
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' ,,:, ~ ... 
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j 
Dependent Variable= FCUM 
R**?. (f.[ax~mum LiJcelihood) ~48131059 00 . 
R**2 (Based on unbiased variances) 044184509 00 
. . 










e79593577 QQ 012048203 QQ 0 43623688 02 3 
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.27791878-02 - el0251113-Q2 073501088 01 3 o 
~. 
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' . 
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., Constant Term = ~.-28788101 01 · 
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APPENDIX 2· 
REGRESSION NOe 13· 
_ Dependent Variable =:=, FCU!t.!' 
R**2 (Maxi~um likelihood) - o 534 74426 00 
.. -0, ' ; ( 
,, . ' 
R*~~2 (Based 011 -u11biastkd variances} 045169288 00 
Residual Mean Square~ 035917825 00 
'--, ' 
= ----------·- --~---~-.---. -~ ......... --...,_ 
(.·\ 
· · - · · - Conf ~ ------------------------------- ----- - ---- ---- ----"- ------- - - --- --------------- ------------------------------;:----------·------
. ... 
- - - --











065438263 00 017103887 00 
-.21470576-03 el63734Q7~02 




e25352712 QQ 014850359 QQ 
- .1624--8481 00 0 928983.14-01 
14637735 ,'"02 3 • • 
el7195281-Ql 0 
073051912 01- 3 
011242585 02 3 
060962018 01 2 
049915372 01 2 
029145728·01 1 
030592139 01. -1 ~ ; ·.'-I . • 
'_ -----.----·-,---·--'.---·------·--"·-·~'-:- -.----- ··--------- -----#YS ---
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· .MCOL? ..... _ 
~.17026615-02 018698317~02 
.-70456904-=0l O 12858834 oo· 
.79588993-01 el6836676 QQ 
G a2·~1as2s 00 ' 0 _ , __ ------------------ -
·0300,22296 '00 0 
022345666 00 0 
t~.· '.'' 
2 0515 705 00 0 -·--··------------ ',' ---·-·-·-----'·---·-··-···-------·· " - ---- ,----... .,.,- ------------ ---~~----·---- _·.62726120-0l --~13848579 ·00 
~~16668579-01 044687285 00 
-018602360-02 013658903 00 
Constant Term~ -.28356770 01 
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APPENDIX 2 
REGRESSION ~TO o 14 
.pependent Variable = FCUM 
.R**2 (.Maximum likelihood) Q41424286 00 
R**-2 (Bas~d on unbiased variances-) 038957~40 00 
R.e·s,1,d11a,l Mean . Sq1JarA· = ~ 39984490 oo 





038088649 QQ el2137658 QQ 
-029134904-02 010464093-02 
Constant Term= -s26232476 01 
Confo 
.. -F-(T**-2)··· . - ·····- LVL 
0·40579931 02 3 
1 085324939 01 3 
0 98443939 01 ' 3. 
.• 77521831 01 3 
. .) 
*·CURR = Curriculum: Eng=O; Bus=+l; A-AE=-1 
I?" 







REGRESSION NOo 16 - •· ,., ............ ·-·--··--- ----·-- ---------~-. •· ------ -·- -- - .. . 
' 




R**2 (Maximum likelihood) o5145s259 00 
R**2 (.Based on unbiased variances) £947759485 00 ... 
Residual Mean Squa~e = 034924091 00 . 
. ~ -
Degrees of Freedo~ = 88 
'.'<i . 
Variable Coefficient So Do Coeff. · F(~**2) 
,.,1.1 1 ··•. ,.,•., 
---~-·--·------------. ~---·· 
J • 
... ,.,., ... , ............................ , .. 
. .,., .... ~ ........ . 
I I 
..... , ... , ' ' · I' 









- - - __ -_________ - _ _:;_. - - _. 
I' ''• ·•- - --
• _, ·- .• J -
r"J 




Depende~t Variable = FCUM-.Mean College Cum 0 • 
- --- - •. - ·- -- --- - -- • - • •• ·•• • ..__ • • I 
•• - - ·- --•• •• • ••- ·~ •---•--••- -· -••- _ ·- ••--- _ - ·•-. •-·• _ • - • ••-• ,••--- •-•-•-• - --•.-•• -,- -~-o, -,_ •- -•-••-•••- --·---~·.-H••-·•••.- -•- •o-,-, •-··----·-"'-•-----•·••--• ••••• -- •- --•-••• ---~-- ._.,.--.,- ·-••-•••N•h"•- -----•• •••-- --•<- "'•-••-••••-•-• •--,---•••·>- ,·-• •"••••••-••• •-•--•••• ·----•··-- •-•·-_·-·- ·-·••,,-•-~-- •••C~•-••••·•--·----------~ _. ... ~•••--••---•••-•-••----·-•• ------••••••·-•-·••-•••••> ••-•-•"•' ------,• ••••-•••••-•• •••-• . ....:..> 
R**2 .(Maximum ~i.ikelihood). · $46802345 00 
R**2 (~a.sed on .,.tinb_~.~sed- var.~a'rices) 0427546.97 00 
Residual Mean Square = 03826~93.6 00 
--. --· _De_gree S ___ Qf_ Fr_eedom ___ E; ___ s.a .. ~-.. --------------··-------··-- .. -~.: .. _. _____ : ___________ ··------- -·-·-·------········· .. 
·v .: .·-. .. ~ . 
. . ~ ·: . . . -.._ 
. . . 
,,.:•• ••• l • 
Variable. Coefficient So. De. Coe ff o F(T**2) 
CON HS 074677263 00 012343112 00 036603909 02 
.. 
AVEACH o 19746014-0·2· 012679431-02 024252658 01 
... 
FCOL? e 2094386.7 00 (!)13238130 00 025029978 01 
· HSIZE 969837289-03 0. 3·3609500 . .,00. 043176820. 01.· 
.. 
SATM .27518737-02 . G 14412724-02 , ~36455649 ·01 
#YB - e.16607652 0.0 Q 8827.5854-01 .... 035394244 01 
DIF -el0858562-Q3 o I10·6664l~02 096274878-02 
Constant Term= -040423151 01 
REGRESSION NO~ 18 
...... , .... , . 
Dependent Variable= FCUM-Mean College Cum. 
~---i 










. <. . 
(I. • ' 
' . - . ~ . . :.- ' 
. R**2 (Maximum likelihood) 048709667 00 ---· .... ·------·· --·---.--.. · --·-~- -., ---~--.- _: ___ c __ ,_,c_ ·----· 
• t .• 0 •' •-•• • • -- --•- -----•-- -,--Me--~---~-• -- ,-•••••• 
R**2 (Based· on unbiased variances) 044807142 00 
.. -· . ·, 
-Residual Mean Square = 036879794 00 
Degrees of F~eedom = 89 . · 





! .. I 
CON HS . · Q 76370964 00 o 12104285----00., ..• 39808725 02 3 
-- ' ' ' ' .'' - ' - . - - . - '. .- -·-· ,._.,_ ______ - ___ .,; __ ........ -·----~------.!. 
AVEACH ca 14550508-Q.2 e 12635_209-02 c 1326,14._.62 01 0 
FCOL? . · ..,22560,406 00 013027968 00 029987514 01··. 1 
-- · ---- · -- ·SATV-· - -----~---···-·---el8294518-02 ·· 0987642.71_-03 · -. o 343-11697 01 1 
,, . 
. HSIZE , ,·-.- -o-7335.9997.~03 . -.032798491.;03. -·050027738'01 
SAT.M 
#YB. .. 
0 24525429-02 0 12834816-02 4 0 3651354Q ,01 
-014749095 00 086880235~01 .028819654 01 
Constant Term= ~046380068 01 
' . 
·,· ,·· 
I O -'1 
I·-• 













.• .,. APPENDIX 2 
REGRESSION NOo. 19 · 
' y 
Dependent Varia~le = FCUM=Mean College Cumo 
... 
.. 
. R**2. (Maximum likelihood) ·854088437 ·oo · :> _ ~-.. 
--=-=-- -~ 
. • ' • ' I • ·c- • • - . R**.2 (Based on unbiased .. v~~iances)_ e4·5889944 00 --, --"---~_:·:·;.-·~---~-~,,:-·.:,- ___ -~· ··:·~. 
Residual t~1ean Square-~ 036331~17 00 · -······-·-"'·:. ·--
·.: ___ .. __ ..... __ · __ · _____________ · __ ·. _______ -_p~g;~~-~--9£ _r:i:~_~4g111._ __ ~----~_Q _______ --~--------··--------------- _ . . . . . _ . . ._ : ; ... . ·········-···-··-·-
·. ..,,• 
, Conf. 




CON HS ~55556995 00 016733551 00 .11023036 02 3 
... . AVEACH el8847239-02 013022498-02. 020946279 01.·· 0 
I • , ,. • , .,... • •, • ' ,. • ., ,,,, ¥ 
. FCOL? ·.22699226 00 014573052 00 ;'24261690 01 0 ·~ 
-(u---- -•-----. ·-·-- ,, .. _ • ~ --·- --·•·-• ~, .. _, ~---- .,.- ,,_._.,..._ .. ,•_..•~-·~• .• ,. •.. •.·-<---•····---, .. ~,---~ ~c~~~·.c.·D·, "•'-~ -,,- .,-·--•-· _,.,_ .. -.,-.c_--,-,,-•~-• ...•. o.-..c..,··• --~•••·.,-.·. _ _.,.-.•~,- · ·-~ .._._ ... ,__, .. '-'"•-=..a.--.......- .. -•c--..~---'--··---=c·-.. -c..o ... .7 ... •~<%.--'"-"•·'"•'-'-,_•··--·•--c,C:..>;--···'°"-I~<--"-"' _ ..... .,._ .. -·,-a.:o...:c--•·-·'"'•.._,,.- • ..:.,.~7"".r·<."'.-~- ·-'•.J--< •. ·.·--c-c C.C c·;cc•7c.~•.-..~-·•-c•.---'--"-.•• ··. _.,, ••• {.\ __ .__,...,,,-,.=~.~~--"=--L·-..=-a.a,_._.,_..,.~-·..,,,_-_,_____ 
.SATV .42918305-02 e 168.12158-02 o _65168572 01 . 2. 
' ' 
. DIF .• 36267596-02 017822414-02 041409928 01. 2 
'HSIZE .11460333-02 047600209-03 057966455 01 2 
#YB ·-.16727116 00 089193203-0_1 035170506 01 . 1 
HPOS -.26977050-02. 018032393 ..... 02 022381138 01 .... 0 
_· -- -- --·--------·----·- _. ----
#YS - .97018249-01' 010631767 00 -· e~3271412 00 0 
#OB · .• 11063652 00 012672902 00 o 76215778. 00 . 0 
MCOL? . , ·~. .. • 98675.094-01 ,;13761335 00 o 51415484 00 0 
• ' . ' .J",, 
#OS I .-.53783118-01 0135107822 00 015'853359 00 ' 0 
I ... FL? ·--011818272 00 ·044022648 00 G 72070188-0l 0 










~ ' ' 
i 
I 
L ____ ---- --- -------
1 ' 
,.- ·-. _ .. ' 
. ' 
' ' ' 
. ... 
SATM ·· --~-475.46240-03_ el7483818-P2 · _ o 73953680-01 0 
AID? . e26388702~01 01650672~ QQ· ... 2555~249-01 04 
Constant Term= -e44658361 01 •f . :. . 1 ...... I 
·" - :>. 
; ': .- I • 
t. . ~ ' - ,- . 
' , 
.. ' 
:\ ' ·,' 
.. . 
,· 
, . ' .. - .. --.-~ . 
., o ... -
' .... 
. ' \. 
.... - , .. 
-: •'·· 
------------------·· ·- -------------------
- ~ ····-······ ~ .. -·' ____ ,:_ _______ . ___________ _ 
,.' 
. ' ' - . - , --
····-· -··· ----·-- ·-- ..... -- . - ···-- --····-' - ··-· - ~- .... 
', I . . ..... ··-· '' 
I .··.·· .. · ... :·.:.,·_,_- __ ···-··~-:---,.-:--. . . . .· -·-·.· .:..:, .. , .. _:·_.::'; -:_ ···; ___ ·. · __ ·· .. ·,:. ___ .. _ . .-__ ··· ·.· .. ·-----.. --,·· : .... - .. _-·. --- .. ' -· · .. _ ·,. _____ -__ · .... ·.·_· ______ · .. ------'·----• .... , ..... 
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REGRESSION NOo . 21* . 
. .. 
ndpendent Variable"" FCUM=.Mcan College Cum .. 
R**2 ,(~imum ·l.ikelihood) ·060155030 00 ~ 
R**2 (Based on unbiased variance_s) ~ 545q52iF;7 00 
, __ ·•·--- ·~- __ ,_ --~-. -. - - ... 
• ' I • ', ~ '\.~; ·:-, -·-:\,,:: .) • • 
. '(;··-· . 
J I,: .. ,;• ~-
I. 
. . ,.... .,. 
..... ·-·-···-·· - ·-··- " ~-:~ ...... · ------~:--·· -----··----------------····-
. . . 
., 
. . . - - ... 
_Residual Mean Square = .,32218116 00 , 
·--------····----·-·-- ··~ ~ ,--------·-··----------·- . --·· . -- ··- - - .... ·--·· -- - - --·--,_-- ------ - -- ____ : _________ ------~----------·-·-·-----·-·---·--·--con·fc,.-------------------~----
~-'"-··· -...... ~. , ....... ,_,,....,._ . -
. · Variable Coefficient · So Do CoeffG--- .. F (T**2). LVL · 
'·,M. CON HS 076028028 00 017625224 00 
.16566567~02 .. 045601332=03 





· · .. HSIZE 
. ' 
SATV .52542146-02 012538524-02 017559930 02 3 
-- __ .. -~-----~-DIF _____ ·--·---.. ---.. --.. ~------.. --·-·e42664241-0 2--······-···- ··· --o--14-7--744-56-02-·------·-· .. .,· 0-8·3·3-8·8·2·89··---o-1------ ---3-:. ____ .. _____ .. 
#YB . -e-69582612-01. 011479620 00 036740618 001. 0 
'\>--
-FCOL?, .. - 010421700 00 017340954 00 . .3611862-2 .00 0 
Constant Term= -047896237 01 
·. <'\ 
* 50 Data poi:t?,t s Group l . -~ 
:: ! 
. . 
. . I . 





. . , 
. - ' 
-·-·····-···· ·-··-·- "" 
. - ---- ... '" 
' "" .. 
·REGRESSION NO. ·22* 
' 
Depe'rident Variable = FCUM-Mean College Cum. ., 
. ' 
R**2 (Maximum likelihood} 049637097 00 
R**2 .. (Based on unbiased variances) 042509,716 00 
Residual Mean Square= :33327835 00 
j•,.,,,,,, .• , .. , ... ' ... 
. .,.-.,c ........... ,.,, 
\ .. , 
Conf. 
Variable Coefficient F(T**2). LVL 
1 · CON HS • 75860949 00 015787395 00. 023089265 02 · 3 
--·-·-·-------~F.COLZ-~---·-- .-2--9-0--22-e 0-1-- --{)O--~----~-·o-1-9-9-3-748·8··-·-- ·O·O-···--- .;-21-J:900-S-O----e-1--~------_·O 
<.'I 
·#YB - • 20053944 Ob "12135.825 00 o 27306184 01 0 
, SATV 048477983-02 · 021947436-02 -048788956, 01 2 
··------------ , ... ,, ·, ------:-nrp·-- ·- ----------- ·-" ~43187138~02 · 019825736-02 o414s1s2a 01 2 
. - HSIZE · -088984695-04 046115769~03 .3723331-7~01 0 . 
~-----·-·------... :~---·----:~=--------------------·-----··eon·s~ant-·-sre-r~=-·-----~-4-0·7-4szi-3·2 ···0-1 - .. . . . . 
* 50 Data points Group 2 
' 
,.,, .. ' . 
.,, 
\ n 
_..,, ... •,•;:-;y,:••). ,.·,-·,''' ,.,,,.', ...... , ... , .. \ 
'' ''' ., ..... :::l' 
.,,, 
. ' •,: ,-~ . - ; .... ,, "'""l ' . ' , ....... .,., •••.•• ,' :·· ·-·· 
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·. 1965; full time freshman counselor in the Residence Halls 
at Lehigh Ul)iversi~·y for s~x semesters _from September 0 · 1961 
. . . 
· to June 0 1964_;',.·part-time teaching assistantship i~ _the· 
Industrial Engineering Department of Lehigh lJniversity for 
three semesters from September, 1964 to Ja~uary 0 1966; 
commissioned as a second lieutenant in the United' States 
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Air Force, June, 1964; -member. of Alpha Phi Mue 
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